COINCIDENCE IS THE LAST REFUGE OF THE UNIFORMED, THE
UNINSPIRED, FOR THOSE THAT LACK INTIATIVE OF LEADERSHIP
Excellence is the result of caring more than others think is wise, risking
more than others think is safe. Dreaming more than others think is practical and
expecting more than others think is possible. Excellence is not an act, rather a habit
(Author unknown) Is the pen truly mightier than the sword? Don’t judge a man until you
have walked miles in his boots, or judge a book by its cover.
During World War 2 Winston Churchill famously “said that the truth was
to be guarded by a body guard of lies “. Prior service to our nation is to be valued and
respected as we all do, including me, allowing people to be in positions of authority. It
does not give those of you in positions of authority the right to manipulate intelligence to
protect , military careers , political parties or family dynasties. Particularly the Bush,
Clinton, or Rockefeller families.
In the course of world history, at the heart of any truly great nation is , its
average people. Leadership in any nation, that only serves to empower the Supremacy of
State vs. the enslavement of a nations people is doomed to failure, especially here in the
United States. ( See Supremacy attachment ) Lies of omission during investigations are
a rite of passage to higher command authority and promotions. If you learn to play ball
and keep your superiors insulated. What are the implications of this statement before,
during and after the attacks of our Twin Towers? Is the greatest generation about to be
thrown on the scrap pile of world history?
The RNC, RGA, CPAC. All the presidential contenders. ,,you get your
butts kicked in another election and you wonder why. ??? Eisenhower famously said
BEWARE OF THE MILITARY INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX OF THIS NATION. What
is the implication of this statement to the Romney , Ryan ticket. Lack of foresight, lack
of integrity or geo strategic planning , but on who’s part and towards what end. The road
to hell is paved with good intentions. Senator Ryan , 100 dairy cows drop dead in your
state and the best one of your detectives can do at your Capitol is call and engage in
government intimidation towards a private citizen and his private employer. A woman
who is a captain of the guard showed initiative , leadership and alarm. Qualities we
don’t have enough of in this country, an ability to think out of the box. Bob I don’t
understand how you sleep at night?
Men like Detective (Dardum, misspelled?) State Capitol in WI, need to
be stripped of their credentials all over this country and bared from government service.
Federal , State and local . Just how many people were buried recently of the West Nile
virus in Dallas County and else where in the year 2012 . How many alarm bells were hit
in advance regarding biological warfare before this event happened. How many years in
advance to include New York City was I complaining about this. To the point of having
a phone call recorded with the New York City Fire Department and I quote “Danger
close , danger eminent, mass causality event, biological warfare. The FBI in New York
has always hidden behind The NYPD and the JTTF to avoid responsibility. Thought ht I
would make better progress the Fire Department , and yet no one ever bother to show up
and speak with to address my concerns . Why worry about Americans some where else,
outside of New York?, not your job.

Major Dwayne Dockery of the Texas Rangers ( formerly Army Military
Intelligence ) is symptomatic of the pompous tone deaf arrogance that the majority of
people inside security operations have towards average American people. Hey Dockery,
it must be nice and comforting to realize you can manipulate intelligence to protect the
United States Army and Army Intelligence , With the consent and approval of the Texas
Rangers. These people, in these various positions and agencies know they are
untouchable and can mistreat people anyway they please and get away with it.
In fairness to you major Dockery, you are by no means the only former
military officer or NCO in side security operations in the country, with your attitude of
contempt and disrespect of the public and what they have to say, There was a time with
the Texas Rangers when Karin and Captain Dino Henderson was in charge that I could
hit the alarm bell and have peace of mind that information was going to the right place.
Realize there are elements inside DHS, FBI, and other agencies that have agendas that
have nothing to do with the security and welfare of the American People, and everything
to do about protecting their careers .
To General James Clapper , Director of our National Intelligence Center. I
have to first give you credit, while as Under Secretary of Intelligence, on the weekend no
less. You are the only General or Admiral in this country that I have ever found since
Twin Towers that answered his own phone and didn’t hide behind his staff, the way other
Generals and Admirals routinely do to avoid responsibility. That’s the day we discussed a
portable Bio Weapon Chamber, after Alamosa Colorado. Make no mistake General
people all around you and else where at the DNI have let you down, but ultimately makes
you responsible, Right?.
You might be surprised General Clapper, when the CIA was trying to be
put in charge of your office, before you were appointed or confirmed , who said this was
a mistake. I just didn’t realize that CIA would ultimately high jack your office anyway.
There will be accountability and responsibility taken for the continued misconduct of
your staff , General Clapper.
So why turn to the Rangers. Because some of our best Counter Terrorism
in this Nation are with our various State Police Agencies . They realize that they are the
one’s that are going to have clean up the mess , when DHS and the FBI, and other
agencies screws up and fails to put the piece’s of the puzzle together. The FBI is the lead
agency for counter terrorism in this country??, what a joke!!., setting aside prior past
accomplishments, that we never hear about. It is classified need to know is how they hide
the crap going on inside this agency.
This agency has never been held accountable for the crap, they have been
shoveling., or the Department of Injustice, the ( Just Us Department ) Deny justice for
one , justice denied for all. Their best weapon against American families, ignore and
delay. Make no mistake, some of the best rationalization artist’s , next to politicians,
military officers are FBI agents. The constitution only works , if you have money to pay
for it. Especially when it comes to our politicians on both sides of the aisle.
In a Hen Pecking order , the State police using their chain of command ,
can demand that information gets to a Governor’s office, unless there is corruption, or
stupid imbeciles . Care to comment Governor Blunt, Governor Nixon and ranking
officers for Missouri State Police, for the last 10 years.

A Governor can in turn , demand that a Senator or a Congressman or his
National Guard Corp commander take his call. Who in turn can demand the attention of
their respective members of the Congress and the White House . An average American
citizen does not stand a snowballs chance in Hell in this process, I’ve tried.
Must be comforting to realize Governor Nixon and Colonel Repogel as a
result of lies and misconduct in your state, federal, state and local that the American
people will never learn the following, like everything else. That in the course of my daily
routine in your state, as a big rig driver in your state at a major truck stop. I stumble on
to fuel tanker truck, delivering fuel.
A driver that leaves his truck unlocked , unattended , keys in the ignition,
while idling. Allowing anyone inclined to drive a weapon of mass destruction away.
Experiencing nothing but corporate indifference for my efforts, realizing there is no one
in the State of Missouri , that has ever been willing to show initiative of leadership. What
is wrong with this picture, corruption at the highest levels.
To Governors Blunt and Nixon, Kit Bond, Claire Mc Caskill, Roy Blunt,
Jim Talent, Billie Long, Missouri State police, MAIC care to comment on your screw
ups that have gotten people killed and act like you didn’t have anything to do with it . Out
of political expedience with the help of your FBI, or Capitol Hill Police in Jefferson City
or Washington DC? ( Amy Poe, Sharon Nahon, Dan Wadlington , Stacey Burke,
Detective Zimmerman, John Britt Chief Morse, Reynolds, Terrance Gaynor the various
chiefs of staff especially yours Claire.)
How about you Sheila Jackson Lee and the crap your staff has been
shoveling to protect the Clinton’s. How many were buried in your state alone Sheila.
Governor Nixon , where are your priorities and loyalties to the people of the State of
Missouri, The Us Constitution , President Obama or the Clinton Organization.
To George H Bush 41 ( Cold War Spymaster ) Isn’t rather alarming, that
actions taken help Sadam Hussein kill Iranians, with chemical weapons WMD’s , with
the knowledge of the United States and our allies, may very well come home to bite us in
the butt, If President Obama is not successful in getting those weapons out of Syria, as
the Russians cry fog of War. Continuing their support of Iran and Syria to kill the
innocent in genocide, with the continued BS at the UN . To Former Attorney General
Ashcroft is it true that you have a copy of a video from our Navy Seals as these weapons
were leaving IRAQ, deeper into enemy territory?
Subordinates are trained to keep their leaders insulated and to attack and
destroy, anyone that challenges a public narrative that is spun to protect those in charge.
To protect political family dynasty’s on both side’s of the aisle . To protect and cover up
a grand alliance at the Department of Defense , Capitol Hill and any number of security
agencies in this country, especially the CIA to protect one of your former Directors. ( G
H. BUSH 41 )
Regardless if I respect the Bush family or not, is the issue. Let the record
show that 30 days after Twin Towers 10/11/11 is when our Nation had its first alert. I was
getting ready to go work a local mall in Phoenixville PA. on a private contract that
involved an active serial pipe bomber referred to in law enforcement circles as the
Suburban Bomber. Could this nation afford to have a bomb go off at a mall, going into
the Holidays. Funny I don’t remember any of you desk jockeys at NCTC, CT Watch ,
DOD or DHS there with me on that assignment.

One of my fondest memories, that I’ll treasure, during that pipe bomb
detail. I started hanging out at a local neighborhood watering hole in Conshohocken. I’m
coming off a 12hr tour . I get to a local watering hole, there is no place to park, the
helicopters are out. I remember saying to myself what am I getting myself into this time.
I entered the Pub and it is standing room only, except the seat that I was
known to sit in, near the rear entrance with my back to the wall. I ordered my beer and
waited for all hell to break loose. I don’t know how or who arranged for the these Black
Hawk pilots that flew at ground zero on 9/11 to be there that night, but it meant a lot.
(Thank You ) . It did wonders to boost my morale during that pipe bomb detail. They
said that the rest of the guys there, that night were FBI agent’s. The 4 of us had a blast.
More recently to those of you familiar with the back story and creation of
the USS Ponce for our seals , I say again ( Thank You ) On yet another issue when no
other agency or politician would help me I turned to navy seals in Coronado to hit the
alarm bell, never suspecting that something disclosed to them would ever eventually
show up in the movie Act of Valor.
In an unrelated event 10/11/11 in Conshohocken PA. Montgomery Co.,
Suburbs of Philadelphia. I witnessed something that scared the Hell out of me. There was
a Big Rig Semi , driven by 2 men of olive tone complexion wearing blood colored
turbans. Surrounded by what I thought at the time was Pa. State Police, not local
authorities. I pulled over to inquire with an officer on scene, as a Dog was finishing up
inside the trailer . This trailer was lightly loaded, with telephone equipment headed to
California. The officer in question standing the closest to the gas station says in a
menacing tone, don’t worry we’ll check these guys out again.
He then proceeds to say and I quote “ FUCKING FOREIGNERS WE
OUGHT TO THEM ALL IN A CONCENTRATION CAMP RIGHT? ” I showed no
emotion , didn’t respond, left the scene and doubled back to speak with the gas station
owner, to find out who these officers were. Having gathered the basics of a field
intelligence report, I went home and went to work . Taking the following steps pretty
much in this order. ( Bear in mind every step of the way I gave my ssn number , pa state
drivers license #, DOB and ph# )
I then called Governor Ridge, his Lt Governor, Congressman Curt
Weldon’s office, Senator Arlen Spector’s office, A Lt Oslo PA. State Police Hdq. As I
said to LT Oslo “ just what in the hell are you guys doing, trying to start a civil war in
this country “ and said to the Lt Oslo that if the officer in question try’s to deny what he
said to me, then put me in a interrogation room with this officer and he and I will go at it.
I also told Lt. Oslo he better find out what is going on. He didn’t realize, that I then
continued to the call FBI , My next call was to the White House and I don’t mean some
comment line. My last call was to then majority leader Trent Lotts office.
Who is this guy why is he so upset, punch him up in the computers and
see what he have on him. “ oh crap that’s Bobby, if he’s upset something is wrong, run
this to ground, get Ashcroft in the press room and take us on alert. In the subsequent days
and weeks to follow , after everyone wrote their after action reports written . We all
remember the major speech President Bush gave to law enforcement. But to this day, the
country still never understood why President Bush, and subsequently VP Cheney, would
show up in a town called Conshohocken Pa. less than a half mile from where I lived at
the time.

Like 2 big dogs sizing each other up, the night before President Bush’s
arrival , I subsequently ran into the same police officer from the local department who I
had previously requested to borrow, the use of his departments finger print equipment.
So that I could personally roll my fingerprints., requesting that he stand aside as I did
what I needed to do.
I thought I had pulled some boring duty in my life, until I ran into what I
presume was a secret service agent standing next to a limousine in the Underground
parking garage at the Marriot Hotel in Conshohocken, the night before the presidents
arrival. Had a blast the following day. I’m sure a secret service agent , as part of an
advance team to then DHS Tom Ridge , never expected to get challenged for ID. By a
civilian , in a private restricted area , I would go, off duty , during that pipe bomb detail.
To his credit, he complied professionally , inquiring as he turned his ID over , who are
you, my name is BOB and you are out of profile.
So for you in the Democratic Party and liberal elites, and liberal media
say what you want about President Bush , I know what his actions in a time of crisis
demonstrated to me by his deeds. Subsequently if the Republican or conservative elites
think you are off the hook because of some of your comment’s towards President
Obama , you are sadly and grossly mistaken. President Obama has had to catch some
nasty curve balls, in our enemies continued attempts to kill Americans , especially when
you consider the ineptitude of some people giving him advise .
Make no mistake ladies and gentlemen after 3000 people get killed on Us
Soil and a President takes the oath of office. The first thing a President learns the easy
way or the hard way. You keep your friends close and your enemies even closer. On the
strategic board President Obama has provided and invaluable service to this Nation, even
if some of you don’t even understand what I just said, because you are playing a 2nd rate
game of checkers, and I am a Republican, (INDEPENDENT )
I don’t agree with social engineering , that enforces dependency or
Supremacy of the state. For those that claim they play chess read the book strategy,
Captain Lidell Hart. Apply his central military theme to politics. How many years ago
during the Bush administration , did I put this through to back channels. Have you
factored into your thought process our enemies 2 strategic Achilles
heels as well ?
I got into a rather heated nasty exchange with a Major for the Florida
National Guard for counter terrorism. Shortly there after President Bush 41 and Former
Governor Jebb Bush is unexpectedly in the White House with President Obama. ??? You
people that have built your careers on speculation, regardless of your political agendas . .
Isn’t amazing how one piece of the puzzle, or two or three other pieces can change the
picture. Including, Ben Ghazi and other recent serious headlines, involving dead
Americans. .
************************************************************************
************************************************************************
************************************************************************
************************************************************************
************************************************************************

******** To Pat Smith mother of Sean, be patient and keep reading. You have to have
more background , than you have been given. Please remember that Recon Marines are
just as dedicated as Navy Seals and I didn’t take kindly to what was done to your son,
any more than you do. I promise you’ll have your answers. Realize that shortly after Ben
Ghazi, I not only put the Secret Service on notice but the FBI as well, that Ben Ghazi
was the last straw. That President Obama was entitled to his 1st hundred days during his
2nd term without any interference from me. 2/16/13 I also told Captain Yost and Petty
Officer Villenueva that if one hair on the Presidents or First Ladies head was touch and
those little girls were traumatized they were not going to like me. Headquarters Naval
Operations Battle Watch Commander.
To any admiral or Secrretary of the Navy since Twin Towers. Let me get
this straight you are willing to put the security and welfare of our families in an agency (
FBI ) that gets away with telling the country , we wrote a memo. Starting with Admiral
Roughhead you better be ready to explain why you have not dealt with some screwballs
in Naval Intelligence. Not to mention a lot of people at NCIS HDQ, San Diego, Quantico
and Norfolk with blood on their hands, with cold indifference, especially some real
SOBS in OSI. The agents in the FBI, Secret Service and DOD already know from prior
experience that I am a handful to deal with when I get angry, something they’ve had to
deal with since Twin Towers
.***********************************************************************
*************************************
Realize there is a Gentlemen’s and Ladies agreement, you ignore
and cover up our crap and we will ignore cover up ignore yours, realizing that the
American People will be be none the wiser, until you threaten and intimidate the wrong
man and threaten his family and abuse your authority to cover it up. There is nothing
more dangerous in the US arsenal than to threaten a recon marine, to imply threats to this
mans father.
A marine that has been uniquely trained outside of normal channels to
think and act like a terrorist on behalf of his country to anticipate his enemy, allowed to
move twice as fast than anyone else . Counter intuitive, I realize outside normal
channels, to hate his country in order to protect the nation . Don’t push paper, massage
ego’s or play office politics. Anticipate and analyze threats, pick up the phone and go for
the throat. Realizing his phone call’s were going to be routinely recorded. An
unconventional platform in an unconventional war. Some of the most dangerous things I
have said or done to defend this nation , is when I get angry.
To sacrifice himself, for the common good. To do what ever it takes to see
to it that men and women sent down range on behalf of this nation don’t have worry or
get preoccupied on whether or not their families get killed . Tall order given the
incompetence, ignorance and at time’s belligerence and hostility of people running
security operation’s in this country. Make no mistake ladies and gentlemen, I could have
forced everything out into the open on to the federal docket , years ago.
Some of you had better have a Presidential Pass concurrently signed not
only by the Bush Administration but by President Obama as well. When thousands are
killed on Us Soil and a nation goes to war. I sent through back channels to President
Bush, that the only way to evaluate security operations in this country was to tunnel in
from the bottom with no authority and don’t let the rats know I was coming.

That with prior consent and approval of the Congress and the Senate, any
and all of my communications were to be recorded, and monitored. ( I guess I will never
know if this request was approved ) But given some of the arguments I’ve already had
with the NSA , what do think? If the IG for the NSA, think you are going to get away
with lying and covering up for Richard James, threat management , Fort Meade MD. ,
you need to rethink your position. Not to mention, those of you at the NSC.
One of my favorite lines “ You get my fellow Marines and Soldiers
overseas demoralized because their families are dead over this and you will not like me
“ To Wayne Pugh OSI at the Air Force Academy you say you are going to have me
thrown in a cell with bubba? We will see who gets thrown in a cell . Rick West ,
pentagon force protection with a menacing tone of threat how you’re going to pay my
father a visit. Shortly after my 1st arrest on a class A misdemeanor , to intimidate me. A
police officer is then sent into my father’s home in Orlando and gained access inside his
home under false pretense. That the FBI and Department of Injustice, continues to ignore
, like everything else. This is same Modus Operandi that OSI Head quarters used against
me , before my 1st arrest on a Class A misdemeanor.
I had spoken to Doug Thomas (OSI HDQ EXEC DIRECTOR ) when
General Sam was in charge, more recently Major Ballard . Issue’s related to treason,
manipulation of the Energy Policy to start a war, dead marines ,dead soldiers cost of
doing business. Information he was not getting regarding Twin Towers, that there was a
mole at the highest levels of our government, that more recently Ben Ghazi only
reinforces . It is amazing how you can shine a piece of crap, with a title. That because he
has retired his actions are irrelevant. Make no mistake Ladies and Gentlemen the United
States Air force and DOE played a central catalyst in creating a chain reaction of
destruction and death for profit. Those of you in OSI, NCIS will further be exposed of
your culpability.
My Web site address www. 911informationwithheld.com . The Geo
strategic nature and implication’s of the book STRATEGY , Captain Lidell Hart. that our
Cadets and officer Corp in this country study. “ Alright Bob next time you are in town
Springfield MO. Ill get an OSI agent out to meet with you. Qualified to address all my
concern’s I asked?? Yes he said “ When I eventually got into Springfield MO. With the
help of Captain Williams OSI HDQ. an OSI agent out of Whitman Airforce Base was
sent out to pay me a little visit. His name is BOB CURTIS in the reserves out of
Whitman AFB.
All dressed up in Tactical Black banging on my door as a member of the
Greene County Sheriffs Department with the help of the Springfield Police Department.
With nothing more than threats and intimidation. Some of the biggest imbeciles in this
country has always been inside, CID, OSI, NCIS, DCIS and Pentagon Force protection.
True to his word I was eventually arrested. There is yet another layer of bureaucracy in
this country to protect the careers of any number of admirals and generals in this country
especially those assigned to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Secretaries
of the Army , Navy and the Air Force. This organization is called Public affairs .
Certain individuals hold a special class of misconduct all to themselves.
Anna Landry, Allison Barber, and any number of other Lt, Col’s assigned to PAO for
the Commandant of the USMC .

This wholesale incompetence starts with and by no means limited to Lt.
Col T.V Johnson, , Lt Col Freeman, Lt Col Mclaughlin and more recently Lt Col Hayes.
PAO CENTCOM and SOCCOM are also in the same previous categories. Anyone
associated with the IG”S office for CENTCON OF SOCOM should have been sent to
Fort Levenworth years ago. It is not my job, someone else’s problem, kick the can. It is
classified, is how authorities , and officers hide their misconduct.
In my Web site www. 911informationwithheld.com After years of
fighting with the Marine Corp, Army, DOD, and Capitol Hill and other security
organizations, only after I put on the Internet the document is the Pen Mightier , than the
sword, profiling issues related to Biological War, and stated , among other issues that
dead marines and soldiers were the cost of doing business .
Only then does the Congress and the senate pass legislation making
insider trading illegal, or did they recently make that legislation irrelevant. What 3rd party
computer server will verify that States Attorney Generals in this Nation were faxed, this
same document . Is the pen mightier than the sword., subsequently ignored and covered
up by these States Attorneys Generals.
It goes without question that any marine that raises to the Rank of
Commandant of the Marine Corp or that of Sergeant Major of the Marine Corp or Senior
NCO’S inside the Marine Corp Operations Command have outstanding fitness reports
and have earned the right to sit in that chair of responsibility. What if these marines are
blinded by their own bias and prejudices. What about recruiters for the DOD, that want
to meet a quota for promotions. Starting with and not limited to Colonel Minic, and his
command sergeant Hawes, US army Kansas City, Captain Jon D Casey company
commander Joplin MO. These men have been ignoring their chain of command for
years. SFC Steven Rhodes , Jackson MO.
Dead Marines, Dead Soldiers cost of doing business. Walk into my office
again and you are not walking out, only to have it ignored and covered up . while
Colonel Buck Defense Intelligence intentionally by design and intent does not tell his
leadership command structure, starting with Admiral Jacoby, things that should have
been common knowledge in this nation years ago, to protect whose career . He was
willing to write up a letter against Dr. Fast when I filled a complaint against her , but is
continuously allowed to cover up his misconduct.
What will duty Rosters, and activity inside the master chief of the Navy
for Joe Campa , or Rick West Reveal. Despite prior service, or good fitness reports.
Duck, Run, Hide. Not my job someone else’s problem. Before this document went public
, I tried once again. I spoke with Chief McCarthy to give Mike Stevens the opportunity to
come to the table. She was polite, professional and concerned, about what I was saying.
Sadly to say to this day , with respect to the NCO”S inside the office , for the Master
Chief of the Navy. CRICKETT , CRICKETT, CRICKETT Conventional policies,
conventional procedures in an unconventional war. What’s wrong with this picture?
There is one Admiral above any others, directly responsible for one of the
biggest screw ups in the history of this nation. This admiral has had more detrimental
impact on my fellow marines and soldiers, right up there with Pearl Harbor. That’s you
Admiral Cox . I don’t know who has been worse you or admiral Red. I’d like to thank
senior investigator Ruth Hanks for recently giving me some of her time .

I promise you Hugh Baumgardner IG, you are going to have a lot of
explaining to do to this nation. Marc Winter, Captain Everett, John Garry Intel oversight,
where have you been in this process? OUT TO LUNCH. Admiral Train, you are behind
the curve, please catch up.
Just exactly where do marines like master Gun Sgt. Marsh or Gunny Nunn
learn their contempt and wholesale disrespect of the public. In the case of Gunny Nunn
that was previously assigned to the Chairman’s office. Polite enough but does not follow
his chain of command to his Sgt Major or the Chairman’s office. From their leaders ,
men like Sergeant Major Kent or Sergeant Major Barret because they allow it. Sergeant
Major Estrada , did you even bother get Kent up to speed, before he took over.
Sergeant Major Kent you put on one hell of a show one day, for you staff ,
at my expense. You will come to realize that I’m not some boot recruit at Paris Island to
be yelled and screamed at. Major Moss IG”S office, USMC what about you, and BS
coming out of your office for years. There are Some Generals at Headquarters, 4th
Marine Division, that are going to exposed , for their incompetence as well. ( Connect the
Dots )
Amazing how everyone forgets all about Alamosa Colorado, in
relationship to the Aquifer in Long Island New York in the Aftermath of Hurricane
Sandy. Alamosa Colorado a town during the global War on terror is put under control of
Colorado Emergency Mgt. A Town contaminated, under medication, and everyone is
trying to figure out what happened.
I get vectored into the general direction, take the recon marine hat of, put
the terrorist hat on. Coming to the conclusion. Take a Septic tank truck full of human
waste, find a home up for sale. Act like you are going to clean out the the Septic Tank
and back wash in plain site into the well head. Drivers not under the control of DHS
because it is not a DOT Hazmat load. Men with backgrounds that are not fingerprinted or
investigated because they are just hauling human waste.
Now factor into your thought process hazardous materials subject to theft
all over the country. Portable refined hazardous subject to theft, that in some cases have
storage bins that go on commercial Airlines. In one case less than an hour from New
York City. An effective portable vacuum tube that can create one heck of a toxic fart in
plain sight. Why stop at chemicals? Only to get laughed at and made fun of by Mc Dill
Airforce Base for Centcom, Pentagon, DHS, NCTC, CT Watch etc. Why the hell should
a general of the 4th Marine Division have to give a crap about this problem, before a
President of the United States gets to his town in New Orleans.
The typical pompous, tone deaf arrogance, of the FBI Hudson Valley New
York. That refused to hear and do what I needed him to see, and more importantly when.
Should it surprise anyone ,that the head of military Intelligence for the Army didn’t care
either, and the implications of what I just said to DOD installations all over the United
States. Why should United States security Operations care about the implications of what
I just said about our allies in Canada, Oh I forgot, its not your job and I’m the
JACKASS??
I’m sure that the training officers and nco’s in the training command of
Charlie Company 4th Marine Division Reno Nevada never realized what was yet to be,
as result of their training. At a time and a place in American History, when Presidents
would need it the most.

Colonel Buck Defense Intelligence in charge of the marine Combat ops
center , that answers the phone for the commandant of the weekend. A lot of people have
been killed needlessly for profit and you have abused your to authority to protect
Admirals and Generals. Admiral Jacoby and Admiral Red, you have a lot of explaining to
do , and I don’t care if you think your retirement protects you or not. When Admiral Red
at NCTC and John Brennan makes it clear , to their staff, that they done have to listen to
or respect the public, what have been the deadly consequences, of their actions to
American families. Or other federal personnel. Dead CIA Agents, DOD personnel and
more recently the 3rd ranger battalion.
Some of the most unconventional operators crawled out of the Jungles of
Viet Nam. These are just a hand few of men that , have been instrumental in my training
cycle. Kiplings Law of the Jungle comes to mind. The power of the wolf lies in the pack,
and the power of the pack lies in the wolf. The old wolves long in the tooth will always
train the younger ones, not realizing which ones will ultimately become the hard core
Alphas not to be screwed with or trifled with. Even if the young don’t realize it at the
time. To my fellow alphas, wolves in sheep’s clothing , might I suggest Sheepcoat.com
Twin Towers was the catalyst that brought everything in focus for me and
I finally understood everything that went into my training cycle. Sure wish I knew who
that civilian was the day I signed my papers to enlist into the Marine Corp in the first
place when my recruiter and this civilian tag team me and talked me out of getting into
Motor T and instead in into Marine Recon.
To this day I have been haunted by my decision not to return my
Congressman call when I was trying to get an Appointment to Annapolis. Little did I
Realize, what was yet to be. Given the crap some at CIA have gotten away with
shoveling, maybe it just as well my application came back full of red Ink years ago more
than 20 30 years ago. You got your own agents killed by a double agent , because you
blatantly ignored what I was trying to bring to your attention.
I’m not interested in hunting 4 legged animals rather the two legged
variety that have been instrumental in killing my fellow Americans. Marines, Soldiers ,
DOD and those of SOCOM. As I recently said to a FBI agent and senior state
investigator for the state of Missouri, Roger Phillips and FBI Karin Jarmin. If I was hell
bent on using a gun to find justice, I could have done that years ago. That there were in
fact things far more dangerous that a man pulling the trigger. They were only interested
in evaluating if I was another Timothy Mc veigh. While I’m not a Timothy Mc Veigh, I
understand what creates one. These two agents were only all to happy to cover up the
continued misconduct of their respective agencies.
That is not to say there are not a lot of good people out there in the
country, doing the best the can to protect this, country and our families from another
attack. People in these various positions are as only effective as the information they have
to work with at the moment. We have to be right 100% of the time, and a terrorist’s only
has to get it right once, is a rationalized excuse for failure. Conventional policies in an
unconventional war. what’s wrong with that picture??
An unconventional intelligence , counter terrorist platform, that is not
even registered in their conventional policy manuals . DHS, DOD, CIA, FBI, other
Agencies.

The public version of the 911 report was released , while other classified
information was restricted and withheld. A little known document with a coded cyper and
my signature . Why were phone calls during this investigation for members of the 911
commission managed , answered and controlled by CIA
What could events during Viet Nam possibly or remotely have to do with
the attacks of Twin Towers or Ben Ghazi for that matter, sadly everything . The fact that
you don’t know what in the Hell, I m talking about serves to only show just how deep
the CORRUPTION , in our country goes and the extent to which those in power will go
to protect one another
Webster Dictionary: Corruption Dishonest or illegal behavior, especially
by powerful people ( Such as Government officials or police officers. The act of
corrupting someone or something. SOMETHING THAT HAS BEEN CHANGED
FROM IT ORIGINAL FORM . . ( * What has this done to our lower, and higher
advanced education programs, not to mention government agencies. The impact of this
inside security operations, has had deadly consequences . * )
Lets first start with then candidate Richard Nixon Presidential candidate in
in his campaign against President Johnson. How many people realize that Nixon with
willful malicious intent interfered with the peace negotiations that LBJ had going on
Viet Nam, getting the south to walk away from the Peace Table and dragged that war out
for how many more years killing, how many more thousands , killed for profit , so that a
few could stuff their pockets.
. That in fact at the, at same time , the Congress, the Senate and the FBI
knew about it , ignored it and covered it up, for the purposes of profiteering, at the
expense of the dead during a time of War during Viet Nam . On the recent 40year
anniversary for our POW”S and the famous party Nixon had at the White House for these
POW’S . How many us these men recently or 40 years ago understood or even knew
What Nixon or others did , to our Viet Nam Veterans for Profit and personal gain, sound
familiar???
The conservative press can thump your chest and make fun of Rachel
Maddow of MSNBC all you want you. At least she had the foresight , to make this
information public, in light of event’s unfolding in the middle east. I’d like to thank our
British Allies and the role they played in making this information public. It is amazing
what you can learn by watching and listening to not only the liberal press in this country
but the conservative press as well.
The information she brought forward has all the relevance in the world
regarding the death of future Americans at Twin Towers , Dead DOD personnel and
Muslims in the Middle East . The Muslims have every right to be upset and angry with
the west. Especially when you realize that the United States has had the ability to pull the
rug out from under them, fully 4 years before Twin Towers during Bill Clintons
Administration . Implications fully understood by DOE, NASA, and the Department of
the United States Airforce, care to comment General Starbuck. USAF. Patrick AFB
This information was also personally hand delivered to Robert I Newman
Jr, Forrestal Security Manager. Headquarters DOE Physical security and followed up in
discussion after he went to Savanah River, long before he retired or disappeared to avoid
responsibility.

To Nicole Gardner, Greg Friedman IG DOE , and a member of the your
legal team. Do you seriously think you are going to get away with what you have been
covering up? The United States Air Force, Department of Energy, NASA and other knew
about our ability and covered it. Starting at Patrick Air Force when this information tried
to reach the public light of day. These organizations have also been instrumental in
fighting a mans effort to get receive whistle blower status to the tune of billions. I guess
their crap would really get exposed then. Dead Marines, Dead Soldiers , cost of doing
business. Perpetuating a continued cycle of violence, against the Muslims, for profit.
What else happened during Viet Nam that set the stage for Twin Towers.
There is a man in the annuals of American History that during the time line of his life was
a member of the American Conservative union. ( Ronald Reagan ) He absolutely never
had anything positive to say about Communism, Socialism and was a relative minor
figure at the time during American History. This man was on the Radar of the Russians
and they knew he had nothing positive to say about them, angry but patient in their
planning . ( Patience and planning )
During the Tet Offensive during Viet Nam after 20 years of conflict in that
region, 10 years with the French and another 10 years of conflict with the Americans, the
Russians patiently waited to send their tanks across the border to take out a Green Beret
Base called Long Vei. Up on the border. Saigon , could hardly believe what these Green
Beret’s were saying . Now this may all seem to be a normal course of war until you
realize that the day they sent these tanks, across the border was on the 6th of February.
Irrelevant some might say, until you realize that the 6th of February is Ronald Reagan ‘s
Birthday. ( Patience and planning )
Decades latter a private citizen has the audacity to challenge and go after
not only a former chairman of the joint chiefs of staff , but a current secretary of State
Colin Powell . Challenging the secretaries position and evaluation regarding WMD’s.
The last speech at UN Security Council was given on my birthday 5 February. A quite
recognition of my efforts, at a boy Bob , good job , now go do something else. Years
latter a leading reporter , investigating fraud and corporation in Russia in then shot in the
head on Vladimir Putin’s Birthday.
Just exactly how many Muslims have pursued martyrdom on their
birthday’s before the death of all those CIA agents, during the hunt for Bin Laden , when
CIA had a birthday cake for that double agent. Must be comforting for agents in CIA
Operations, knowing they can cover up their role in getting 8 of their own agents killed ,
because like everyone else in this country , no respect for the public and won’t listen .
CIA hijacked the DNI office years ago and routinely keeps information away from their
directors and their Inspector Generals office as well. Hey Helgerson you are a disgrace,
There is absolutely nothing honorable that Charles Mc Cullough is doing at the IG’s
office for the DNI. How many more innocent people in the United States or the Middle
East, will get killed to protect peoples careers and reputation.
It’s called Geo Strategic planning, long term strategies to take down the
United States. Our enemies realize that we have a collective memory of a 30 second egg
timer, that security operations and American Leadership with the Noblest of intentions
get preoccupied their day to day activities. That these various agency’s don’t see the
under current , the under tow, the coral reef.

Now factor into this equation a mole deep inside telling our enemies that
we don’t see what is happening, or that we bought one of our enemies disinformation
campaigns to take our guard down, Not to mention an over reliance of technology. If our
leaders during Viet Nam , previously demonstrated a willingness to lie to the American
People during a time of war. What kind of a message or narrative does that send to our
various enemies at large . That our enemies can kill Americans and our leadership will
trip over themselves to cover it up, with the help of security operations in this country, as
they have, and will continue to do.
Lets take another step closer to Twin Towers during the Reagan
administration , Just how people in New York City realize that President Reagan and then
Vice President Bush are standing at Governor’s Island with Gorbachev on December the
7th . ie Pearl Harbor Day, discussing the virtues of capitalism.
I’d love to have a transcript of that conversation. After the death of Bin
laden in Pakistan , how many people in New York City , and New Jersey realize that the
current head of Al queda , a member of the Muslim brotherhood , Has a nice big red
birth mark on his forehead , just like Gorbachev. That the day President Obama took out
Bin Laden was the day that the Russians would have normally held their May Day
Parades at Red Square. During the first major protest rally in the United States regarding
illegal immigration, amazing just how many red shirts I saw . Chavez and others in Iran
must have had a quiet chuckle to themselves. ( PATIENCE AND PLANNING )
Lets take yet another closer step towards Twin Towers during the G. H
Bush Administration . I can’t fault President Bush 41. giving a speech to inspire our
troops to free Kuwait during our first invasion into the middle East, but on September the
11th , the very day political and military leadership broke ground to build the Pentagon in
the first place during world war 2. The worlds leading institution to fight communism,
Let’s take an even closer step towards Twin Towers during Bill Clinton’s
administration First start with the Geo Strategic Nature of a book called Strategy that is
at one of the corner stone’s of military strategy in this country. This book discusses
September the 11th in Russian History and has a rather unusual quote by Lenin “ Give
your enemy the mortal blow at the highest moral decline of your enemy.”
After the BS that Bill Clinton put this country through with Monica, he
then has the nerve to apologize to this country in front of ministers at the White House in
this country on September the 11th and nobody in New York or the country calls him out
on this. Out of the mouths of babe’s a young child once said “ Sometimes I’m sorry is
just not good enough” “ This book also point’s out Muslim History in the year 311 and
711 the days of modern attacks. Spain and England.
To the people in the city of Boston Strong and your recent marathon
bombing . Come to terms with what was covered up during the attack of the Federal
Building in Oklahoma City. Where did terrorists learn to avoid detection by misspelling
their names in computer data bases. Is it true that an investigative reporter Jayna Davis
had her records confiscated by the FBI? To the people in Boston, go read here book The
Third Terrorist’s .

Let’s take the final step towards Twin Towers during President Bush 43.
Realize that the strategic defense policy of George W, Bush was going to be Missile
Defense , That Conda Liza Rice was scheduled to give our country a speech on missile
defense that our enemies in Russia knew about in advance because of a mole. As we all
remember Ronald Reagan would not back down over Star War’s so rather than trying to
compete, with him in this venue.
The Russians pulled off one of their greatest Disinformation Intelligence
Operations against the United States and our Western allies. Why pursue missile defense
, when all they had to do was play possum and declare that we won the Cold War. The
Stupidity of or Admirals, Generals, Intelligence Operations in this country, with the help
of political leaders on both sides of the aisle.
Gut our military , call it a peace dividend and eventually send our troops
down range with a hollowed out military with multiple deployments and we wonder why
these men are committing suicide in record numbers. I guess its cheaper to let the VA
Administration let them, kill themselves, or die off waiting for treatment at the VA or let
the pharmacology Industry experiment on them for profit , as a pay back arrangement.
Lets not forget all the bonus money paid out to leadership at the VA. Who
needs Al Queda and the Taliban when we have American leadership at the Pentagon and
Capitol Hill who are killing our Veterans off with their cold indifference. To Eric
Shinseki if the results are as advertised and correct. Studied by Pepperdine University
regarding the treatment of our veterans in the town of Yountville for Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder. Why does this town have to engage in private fund raising, and you
better be ready to explain why the VA has not already pivoted and implemented.
General Shinseki you were put forth in front of the nation 2009 by
President Obama to deal with back logs, wait time and red tape that President Obama was
warned about 2008, that as a nation we knew were resulting in the death of our Veterans.
Social Engineering Policies to identify the most Patriotic among our nation, only to have
them killed off.
By all accounts General Shinseki you have refused to go after the VA
management accountability care act in the Senate, Embrace Veteran Service
Organizations, Quality assurance programs or mystery patient programs these groups
want implemented. Rather you have the audacity to go before the congress and senate in
recent testimony and tap dance around criminal negligence homicide and proclaim you
are made as hell that you came to the VA to make things better? That you will continue to
drag your feet waiting for the IG report after the actions of a Whistle blower, and
proactive actions you never took. Who are the politicians that voted against, the VA
management accountability care act and the Senators and BS they are Shoveling.
Sadly yet again the Congress and the Senate on both sides of the Aisle, to
include the liberal and conservative press is reactionary and have yet to take the argument
regarding the mistreatment of our veterans where it should have went after Viet Nam.
The question I want answered realizing what Eisenhower said after World
War 2, beware of the military industrial complex in the nation. What were the prior
actions of strategic military base commanders and the Vice Chiefs of Staff in holding
every Chairman of the Joints Chiefs of Staff since Twin Towers, to include General
Dempsey accountable for the continued wrongful deaths of men formerly under their
command, chewed up and spit out for profit.

Subsequently these Veterans are put into a holding pattern to get killed
off, by the VA. Oh that’s right I forgot, it is not their job, it is someone else’s problem.
These generals and admirals to include the Vice Chiefs of staff should and could have
served as one hell of a BAND OF BROTHERS on behalf of your men, and one of you
wants to be the next Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff?
General Shinseki whose career has been distinguished in the past, is
evidence that in the course of the careers of senior military officers, they fact get turned
into paid ambassadors, spokesmen and politicians for the military industrial complex of
our country, that sadly continues to look at Dead Marines and soldiers as the cost of
doing business, that our politicians on both sides of the aisle hide behind to avoid
exposing their culpability for profit. This is an abomination of any US Personnel that has
died before, during or after our American Revolutionary war. One of the first rules driven
into the heads of young recon marines, proper, planning, prevents, piss, poor
performance. To Generals, Admirals, and politicians what is your excuse?
What are the implications of the following statement? Lack of foresight,
lack of integrity, or geo strategic planning, but on whose part to benefit who? The United
States and our allies are militarizing China by exploiting their people for profit to the
detriment of American, and European families and we wonder why our families and our
military are being destroyed from within.
American Families and college graduates wonder why we don’t have
jobs . Average American families realize that the United States has the best politicians in
the world on both sides of the aisle….. THAT MONEY CAN BUY. All these nations that
would like to destroy our country are furthered allowed to exploit their people for profit ,
inside any number of respective nations, Wont reinvest in their own people or respective
nations . Then are allowed to buy up our assets inside the United States?? What’s wrong
with that picture?
If all these politicians really cared about our families, then why have they
not gotten rid of how we finance campaigns in the first place, using public finance , rather
than a war chest to the tune of a billion dollars just to run for President.
Who in the military industrial complex of this country stands to benefit
from a militarized China , the same people that might stand to benefit by discrediting
President Obama during Ben Ghazi and the death of our Ambassador and Navy Seals? As
sequester policies are implemented ,like everything else hidden in plain sight. Means
,Motive and Opportunity. Someone closer to President Obama than we realize.?? Twin
Towers and now Ben Ghazi proves that someone close to the Oval Office is guilty of
treason. Their signature starts at Twin towers and is at the heart of Ben Ghazi.
To the wounded warriors , combat vets, Gold and Blue Star Families . The
widows orphans and everyone else don’t you guys realize that our children are already
getting set up for the next conflict for corporate profits. Who was it in the State
Department that summarized International Diplomatic Policy in Three Words. Talk,
Destroy, and Rebuild. Regardless if Hillary Clinton or then Barak Obama won the
elections who’s agenda still made progress . Just like shopping for a Judge , go shopping
for a President. Back engineer President Obama . Hope and Change. Who was born in
Hope Arkansas. Bill Clinton.

Who, signed Bill Clintons application to become a road scholar avoiding
Viet Nam , Rockefeller, who donated the land for the UN, Rockefeller, who is a leading
member of the Bilderbergers Rockefeller . What role has Rockefeller and his like minded
individuals play in trying to turn over any control of the Internet over. ICAN managed by
our Department of commerce. Why would these like minded individuals want anything
related to the free flow of information subsequently turned over to the ITU. For the same
reason totalitarian regimes and dictators, sit on the UN Commission for Human Rights.
Given the continued CORRUPTION inside the UN, Does the Un seriously think the
American Tax Payor is going to continue to subsidize your BULL CRAP.
Bilderbergers, Trilateral Commission ,Elite power brokers, world wide.
Who in the UN wants to see our US Constitution, and our Bill of Rights destroyed, who
are the Americans complicit in this overall process in destroying American families.
Has an active Secretary of the Treasury meet with these people behind closed doors
violating the Boston Logan Act . Has anyone else at the highest levels of our State
Department meet with these people as well. ?? Just how many members of the prior
Clinton Administration surround President Obama. Bill set’s up shop in New York City ,
with 88 school district’s, and at the heart of the IRS investigation’s are 88 employee’s in
Ohio. ( Patience and Planning ) You would have me to believe that a governor for
Arkansas, road scholar and former president does not know what 88 is code for.
When minority families all over the City of New York are crying for
access to charter schools, while white power elite fight against them. How is this justice,
was it not the Clinton Organization, including Bill and Hillary that endorsed , the current
mayor of New York City, that is sticking it to these American Minority Families.2/27/14
President Obama tells the nation that every child deservers the same chance he had., as he
rolls out his policy initiative my brothers keeper. Instantaneously 2/28/14 a sock puppet
for the Clinton Organization Bill De Blasio mayor New York City, shuts down 3 charter
schools in Harlem set up with success to help minority children get a better start in life.
What did Bill and Hillary say about De Blasio’s actions? ( TO IGNORE, IS TO
CONDONE !!!! )
Our Republic and Democracy will not be lost to Global leadership that
says Supremacy of the State super cedes, Supremacy of the Individual . This is an age old
battle that goes back centuries and is not only at the heart of Muslim grievances against
the West, but is their Strategy to be used against the West as well. THEIR STRATEGY
IS NOT ONLY INGENIOUS , BUT ALMOST FULPROOF. I SAID ALMOST. ( See
attachment Supremacy )
You will come to realize that the Muslim’s have every right to be upset
with the west. They are implementing the same strategy , that the west utilized to destroy
their culture centuries ago. This does not mean I agree with how they have manifested
their angry. Terrorists are nothing more foot soldiers, without a uniform that do the
bidding of their clerics and Muslims, and others that finance them .With the help of
America collaborators, some of whom are unintentional dupes, while others are
something else.
Our children are at the beach head of this battle and their reprogramming
that is occurring .There is an element in this country that wants and continues to get a 2nd
rate education system. A 2nd rate education system is at the core , of supremacy .

Those who continue to engage in turf battles in the United States will
never have the vision to win the war , or put our families back on track to economic
prosperity, where they belong .Our leaders regardless of their party affiliation are playing
a crappy game of checkers and getting their butts handed to them, while our enemies
have been playing an advanced game of chess decades before twin towers ever happened.
We have to come to terms that in the course of world history as a young
nation. The United States is but a grain of sand in the hour glass of time a speed bump
that gets worn down in time. Collectively we forget things, or intentionally not told
things by our leaders, the media, the military, and education system. We wake up one
with dead Americans and wonder why.
Why waste time discovering the truth when you can easily create it and
deceive the American people in the process. Especially those of you within our borders
bent on destroying our constitution and bill of rights. Cry witch hunt to cover up your
complicity. American families all over the country can speak to this continued
detrimental process and impact on their families . ENOUGH ALREADY, RISE AND
RISE AGAIN UNTIL SHEEP BECOME LIONS. IS THE PEN MIGHTIER THAN
THE SWORD. ?? ACT LIKE A SHEEP AND GET TREATED LIKE ONE. .
Cicero once said “ To be ignorant of what occurred before you were born
is to remain always a child “ Arthur Schlesinger “ History by rationalization” Politicians
are falling prey to what psychologists call “ Confirmation Bias “ whereby people tend to
both seek and trust only information that corroborates their judgments.
IMPOTANCE OF HISTORY TO LEADERS: THAT ITS VALUE
DEPENDS MORE ON WHO APPLIES IT, THAN ON HOW WELL THEY OR EVEN
HISTORIANS WHOSE WORK THEY ARE READING GRASP THE PAST. BOSTON
GLOBE
As we continue , at which point do seemingly unrelated events become
something else?? Only those of us who have suffered the LOSS OF LOVED ONES ,
GOVERNMENT INTIMIDATION or GOVERNMENT MISMANGEMENT, can truly
be the judge of seemingly unrelated events. We are going to have to crawl in the weeds
that is going to turn into jungle grass. There are US Personnel that realize that BenGazi
was the last straw, for me !!!
To the families of Ben ghazi demand that ,General Stone Fort Brag
formerly or currently in command of our Delta’s during Bill’s administration is called
into a Public Hearing and clarify the following. During Bill Clintons administration
were there Russian military advisors training personnel in insurgency tactics against the
United States, to go North against the Gringos.
When our Deltas were sent in to deal with the threat to our country, aren’t
the Delta’s the one ‘s that got killed, given up and executed with Bill Clinton in charge.
Now we have Navy Seals and an Ambassador executed with yet another Clinton
involved. I made it clear years ago, that I didn’t want one hair on Clintons head touched,
they he was more valuable to me alive then he was dead. That he was going to get the
justice he has coming to him. Why would I have to use an FBI agent in Fort Washington
PA. to hit the alarm to protect Bill. Because Dan White and his fellow agents of the
Secret Service Springfield Mo. have their collective heads shoved up, where the sun does
not shine.

Claire McKaskill , just exactly where do your loyalties lay. To President
Obama or to the Clintons?? I guess you and your staff forgot about the US Constitution,
a long time ago. Got to love that legalized slush fund you and your peers have going on ,
to the tune of 18 percent.
A phone call was recorded labor day weekend with Jennifer Beasley in the
Cables Department for Defenses Secretary Leon Panetta that clearly shows a Modous
Operandi had emerged and covered up by people inside the Offices of the Defense
Secretary, and others in the Pentagon . These people inside the Secretary’s office have
been using Jennifer Baker Pentagon Force Protection , a local District Attorney in
Jefferson City Missouri and others to do their dirty work, to cover stuff up. After
Capitol Hill Interviews General Stone then find out exactly what Jennifer Baker,
Pentagon Force Protection , discussed with the command of General Ham in Africa
before his closed door hearing.
Jennifer Baker knows and understands why I hit the alarm bell, regarding
President Obama, the Secret Service while out of the country myself at midnight, but
Naval Operations as well, later. As I said to Naval Operations if the President’s
daughters are traumatized in any fashion and one hair on the President or that of the First
Lady is touched , your are not going to like me. Naval personnel handled my call with
professionalism , concern, and properly identified themselves.
Find out exactly what Jennifer Baker said and did with the command of
General Ham in Africa before his hearing with the Congress regarding Ben Ghazi, did
she give him a heads up and if not why not? Long before the 911 commission report ever
say the public light of day realize , I drove from Springfield Missouri to the East Coast as
a private citizen .
The FBI NYC knew I was coming and when I arrived only to be hung up
on and told takes time and never followed up or followed through. I then called Alisa
Mason in the mayors office and personally meet with Lt. Richard Chapman , his partner
and another individual not properly identified in bowels of the mayors basement office.
On the mayors security team.
Talk about the fox guarding the hen house. The citizens of NYC sooner or
later are going to learn what IAB and NY PD Intelligence has been systematically been
covering up. NYPD IA 05-06674/ 09-41688/ 12-10048 /12-31594 Chief Campisi , and
Officers in Commissioner Kelly’s office you have some explaining to do .
12/5/13 Id like to thank Detective Moscatelli inside Chief Campisi office
for atleast listening , before I released this latest draft. But does not bother to get a phone
number or how to reach me in the future. Lying and covering up to protect peoples
careers and reputations have been going on a long time in New York City with the help
and complicity of the FBI. It’s sad what was done to their city and as a result the nation.
Their Gold Shield Detectives and members of the JTTF are too close to the trees to see
the forest.
Prior service is valued and appreciated and as a result allows people to be
in a position of authority. This does not mean that you have a license to engage in lies of
omission during investigations and then cover it up. To those of you in the New York
Port Authority or the NYC Fire Dept, the same can be said.

To the citizens of New York and at large . With Syria destabilizing a Debt
of gratitude is owed to a Senior Investigator Dennis Martinez with the New York State
Police and Colonel Fuentes , Lt Colonel Hatfield and his crew for homeland security ,
New Jersey State Police A debt of gratitude that you may never fully understand is owed
to these people.
When I recently briefed Dennis, I stipulated in advance that the only
people entitled to the information he was about to receive was his Governor and His
National Guard Corp Commander and his Superintendent for NY State Police , that
under no circumstances was his Guard Corp Commander to allow National Guard
Headquarters to have the information , that they were not to be trusted.
Good fitness reports or battlefield records at guard headquarters has
nothing to do , with not being trusted with critical information, affecting the lives of
millions . When they drop the ball once , National Guard Hdq, will fumble the ball again.
Hopefully with the arrival of General Frank J Grass , things can begin to
get turned around there When one of their former Generals wont fight for his position
on the Joint Chiefs of Staff , on behalf of his men the way he should have. With the over
reliance the pentagon has on the reserves after they got snookered and hood winked by
the Russians. Condoned and ignored by leaders on the hill out of political expediency.
General Grass the last thing the national Guard needs is apolitical kiss ass.
Is it true that a market research letter certified mail went out to any or all members of the
national guard asking one central question. If ordered would members of the national
guard go into private American homes and seize their guns? 4/19/14 I brought this to the
attention of Captain Besler PAO National Guard Headquarters. I also spoke to LT Col
Rooney on the staff of General Grass, who explained that part of the problem is that
there are multiple commands all over the country, and said he would get this to the Judge
Advocates office. Cricket, Cricket, Cricket.
I also drove down to Quantico, realizing I could find help and traction
with his fellow marines and NCIS. Disgraceful disaster to put things mildly. OSI and
NCIS has blood on their hands , not to mention more than a few Marines.
Duty officers of the day at Quantico. At least there are phone records, duty
rosters. Ask yourself this question ladies and gentlemen, why would NCIS tell these
officers and NCOS not to take information from me? Because their HDQ”S are
untouchable with blood on their hands. I”D like to thank some MP”S at Camp Pendleton
and initiative of leadership demonstrated. Despite the massive screw ups routinely
demonstrated by MPS and PMO”S at Quantico and Camp Le jeune .
Following day up to the Pentagon. Meet with Colonel Archie Davis
(USAF)PAO at the METRO entrance, Bob I don’t have the security clearances for this let
me see who I can get lined up for you on this. I said alright I’ll go the State Department,
and come back latter . The State Department has a nice thick file on me, that Chuck
Hunter, Captain Kitchen and others at the Highest Levels of State Department and
diplomatic security has kept covered up for years, to protect peoples careers
I then went back to the same entrance at the Pentagon . Not able to get the
Colonel on the phone , I checked in again at the same desk and asked to speak with
someone with a security clearance. Only to be surrounded by security personally dressed
in tactical black hiding behind post’s and high powered machine guns.

Meet with a Captain in a white shirt and promptly chased away to the
NSA threat management. Fort Meade MD. Chief Keevil , Steve Calvary and others at
the pentagon should have been sent to a Federal Penitentiary years ago, for the crap they
have been covering up, all these years. .
Things at the NSA , went as well as you might imagine at this point.
Laughed and chuckled at. Needless to say CIA MC LEAN did not even remotely come
close to taking the discussion where they should have. To future Judge Advocates
Generals, Courts Marshall’s to be convened against senior military officers and NCO,s
or Grand Jury’s towards civilians . Point of evidence.
After I drive back to back to Springfield Missouri Jason Kerr and Chuck
Barnes Defense Criminal Investigate Services meet with me, at my private employer .
As I continued to brief them on things , they collectively concluded and I quote “ WE
CAN’T TELL THE AMERICAN PEOPLE THIS “ Any Director DCIS and their
executive staff should have been sent to a Federal Penitentiary, years ago. Iantha Parker,
Leonard Trahan, Jason Kerr, Chuck Barnes , Director James Burch DCIS , Gordon
Heddell, Larry Turner, John Reymer DOD IG , Steve Manley DCIS St. Louis, Richard
Zott AIC St. louis DCIS, Chris Vereeke DCIS St. Louis.
Some of you should have been sent to Jail for the rest of your life along
time ago. To the American and Muslim People if we had more people like Chris Zenos ,
who works the hot line for DOD , we would all be happier. She should have been
commended, made an investigator and supervisor years ago. A little guppy in a tank full
of sharks. The Tea Party has no idea what Government Intimidation or threats will
happen if someone is not willing to go along with a public narrative designed to deceive
the American people and to protect the guilty.
Why did I even have to drive to the East Coast in the first place. Because
no one in Missouri has ever been willing to help me. Authorities , Federal , State and
local all take an oath to defend the and uphold the US Constitution , right??? The next six
words they all learn is NOT MY JOB , & CYA. Why is it that the only thing this nation
values is what we pay for. If you didn’t have a gun badge and title before or after Twin
Towers you will be put through hell. More than ten years later Pat Smith has her son and
others executed and hung out to dry by the United States Government. on September the
11th and she wonders why in agony?
The FBI men like Josh Nixon and Cody Abrams SAC’s Springfield
Missouri , Jefferson City know they can mistreat people and get away with it .FBI
Agents Bill Matzik and Agents Mazor Fort Washington PA. Troop D Missouri State
police Captain Prine, Captain Villanueva Colonel Stodelmeyer Colonel Repogel Missouri
State Police WILL CLOSE RANKS TO PROTECT TO PROTECT THE GUILTY.
Take a closer look at what has been shoveled out of MAIC . Is it true there is a current or
former member of the CIA inside MAIC What about recording’s with Mr. Markley
Troop D . for the sole purpose of information getting to Governor Nixon.
Information given to protect the people. Yet Colonel Repogel ,MO State
Police and his people wants me to put in writing how to blow up a commercial airline
without the formal use of explosives and walk past security undetected. Thereby
jeopardizing Federal Buildings, Court House’s as well as Offices of Congressmen and
Senators all over the country .

While headquarters Federal Protective Service Washington DC and those
imbeciles in Kansas City Dave Thomas says not my job . Is this the kind of information
you want in writing, why is there a court order on a class A Misdemeanor by a district
attorney is Jefferson City to in put this in writing. Why would Governor Nixon, a local
District attorney Jefferson City and Colonel Repogel Mo State Police , have me arrested
and driven from the Illinois Missouri border to the state Capitol in Jefferson City by a
state trooper. Government threats and intimidation.
Why would this same district attorney try to act on behalf and engineer
things for the Department of Defense? For the same reasons Officer Burgess of the
Springfield Police Department would for Homeland Security. Small town America. A
Police Officer marries a prominent attorney in that town , and you wonder why things get
covered up to protect homeland security and other Federal Agents.
Upon my 2nd recent arrest (Class A Misdmeanor, suspended imposition of
sentence, no public record ) by the Missouri State Police. I meet with Roger Phillips
Missouri State Police a senior investigator of more than 20 years assigned to the JTTF ,
Out the Kansas City field office., FBI ( Joplin Missouri ) This office has always ignored
the misconduct of FBI agents in Jefferson City and Spring field MO, Karin Jarmin FBI
Kansas City claims her specialty amongst other area’s is WMD. Strange Karin was there
given all the phones through the years that went to FBI Kansas City, begging and crying
for help against her fellow FBI agents. Hear all evil, see all evil and do nothing.
Roger has been about the only breath of fresh air in that state in years, not
forgetting Rhonda at MAIC who I was told not to talk to again, to PROTECT THE
GUILTY. In this interview Roger said “ NOW IM BEGINNING TO UNDERSTAND
WHY PEOPLE ARE GIVING YOU SUCH A HARD TIME “ So just why was Karin
Jarmin FBI Kansas City there. Because I had previously had a conversation with their
field office support staff . Stating that I was required to put in writing how to blue print
and design a High Tech Suicide Vest , getting past a magnetometer. That this staffer got
scared, while again refusing to let me speak to an FBI agent..
Just how is it that FBI agents in some field offices in this country are
allowed to hide behind the support Staff , and routinely hide behind the JTTF so their
agents have deniability, and not deal with the public and their cry’s for help , while others
don’t. Not that those agents that even answer the phone do anything anyway. Lt. Fritz
FBI headquarters uniform division claimed to be a direct report to Robert Mueller.
Director. Maybe they can shed some lite on these problems given all the crap covered up
by their OPR and the Department of Injustice., the just us department.
In the course of this interview with Phillips and Jarmin as a metaphor I
told them , that you guys have built a powder keg that only Alqueda and the Taliban
could only dream of achieving . Further more if you did not know how to kill Americans
and think and act like a terrorist on behalf of this country becoming one with your
enemy, on behalf of this country. Just how in the heck do expect to protect them in the
first place after people are dead and its too late. Words to that affect , when I realized I
was not being recorded to my knowledge as had happened previously with the JTTF
Springfield Missouri , with Mike Corf Federal Protective Services , Kansas City .

I cut loose on Phillips and Jarmin and barely let these 2 agents get word in.
Needless to say I bonded out on my own. With pledges of help and support from these 2
Agents, in the future. What a load of crap , these agents have yet to return phone , taking
information to protect American Citizens. Hey Roger what are the implications of things
you and I discussed that eventually killed Army personnel of the 3rd Ranger Battalion.
After all you are a senior investigator with Missouri State Police assigned to the FBI., as
a member of the JTTF. Why would you have to be concerned with information, that
impact the lives of DOD personnel. Not your Job, right Roger. Realizing that the FBI will
continue to hide behind you to avoid responsibility.
So why is a man from Springfield Missouri using a FBI office in
Oklahoma City to address concerns regarding the security and welfare of Americans
Citizens and not Homeland Security or FBI Missouri. Close ranks, lie and cover up to
protect the guilty, has been going on for years in this country, especially Missouri.
I would like to recognize Tony Orefice FBI Oklahoma City and Paul
Patenaude United States Secret Service Irving Texas as some of the finest men , I’ve
recently had the opportunity to work with since Twin Towers. It is not the fault of these
agents that their supervisors, sweep stuff under the carpet. I promise you Mr Finch and
other Agents of other division your misconduct in this process will exposed. . To some
of you screwballs inside the secret service that routinely brag , how you are not part of
homeland security.
I promise you will never see the executive detail . I want some of you
stripped of your credentials and bared from any further type of government service. The
only thing that matter’s in a time of war is how you handle the unexpected, you guys
more than anyone else. At times a total disgrace., even if some of you have not gone to
jail yet.Your BS at the Washington Field office while President Obama was overseas in
Afghanistan will be dealt with. What did I go through to get to Tony in the first place.
Having been routinely mistreated by Missouri. I reasoned that if anyone had their act to
together in the FBI, it would be Oklahoma City.
I would like to speak with an FBI agent, about what? Terrorism, Can you
be more specific, Biological Warfare. As a member of the support staff refused to let me
speak with an agent about my concerns. In exasperation I said to her, well then lets hope
the next funeral you go to is not for someone you care about!!!! To cry and cover her
butt, are you threatening the FBI, no not at all. I hung up on her and called the
Intelligence bureau for the Oklahoma PD.
In the course of my conversation with one of their Detectives, the FBI
called back, Told the detective ID call him back. Started to mix it up with the FBI again,
and eventually got Tony on the line who apologized for what happened.
To Governors down south 2012, and what happened to your people. My
concerns about biological warfare were in the pipeline for years, and routinely ignored
and covered up to protect people . To the families of Twin Towers, Fast and Furious. The
Tilman Family, Ben Ghazi , Military Families and others who have recently suffered
losses. As difficult and painful as it may be, I need you to temporarily set your pain aide,
with cold ruthless determination and detachment, as best you can. First realize our
enemies domestic and foreign want you lost in a wilderness of mirrors , of shiny
distractions. Compress our time line of US History in relationship to World
History…and 50 years in the United States , is a grain of sand in the hour glass of time.

COINCIDENCE IS THE LAST REFUGE OF THE UNIFORMED, THE
UNINSPIRED. FOR THOSE THAT LACK INIATIVE OF LEADERSHIP
As we continue , at which point do seemingly unrelated events become
something else?? Only those of us who have suffered the LOSS OF LOVED ONES ,
GOVERNMENT INTIMIDATION or GOVERNMENT MISMANGEMENT, can truly
be the judge of the following seemingly unrelated events, that will lead to the heart of the
events of Ben Ghazi. ( To Pat Smith, mother of Sean Smith , Lets finally tunnel down
into your concerns and answers , Step back and look at the bigger picture and seemingly
unrelated pieces of the puzzle )
First all , like any mathematician that has a doctorate or PHD, at the NSA.
Any equation has constant variables in unlocking a complex cipher code. Our enemies
have learned to use our over reliance of technology against us. Your constant variables
are as follows. ( Zero has no value, 6 + 7= 13, 8+5= 13 , 12 +1 = 13 , the number 13 by
itself 1.5 hours , also equals 1:30 minutes in a count down clock) 9 + 4 =13
Pat, as the government went into damage control. Fox News repeatedly
reported that a FEST team , Rota Spain were told to land change, changes their clothes
. Get out of their combat gear and into civilian clothes. Would you have me to believe
that combat marines, cant change enroot to a hot spot, to save Americans in a danger
zone. You have to land the plane, what a load of crap!! This was a military asset in play
during, a national time of crisis. The stand down order was given an hour and a half later.
(1: 30 ) ( Zero has no value ) The central agency at the heart of Twin Towers and Ben
Ghazi is the National Security Council., and the State Department
During the crisis at the White House did your dirty dog with Fleas guilty
of high treason ask a seemingly innocent question ,as the military unintentionally
stepped on a figurative land mine. This stand down hour 1.5 hours later by who and the
related sequence of events, is at the heart of treason. Did the military do this on their own
volition? Examples Madam Secretary, Mr President , General, do we really want these
guys going in their in combat gear ? You know that is a good point tell them to change
clothes, and subsequently stand down an hour and a half later. 1:30= 13
Duality of meaning and purpose . Start with Pan American Flight 103
Lockerbee, Followed by our Embassy bombing in 1983 that killed all those Marines .
Time of detonation local standard time 1:03 in the Afternoon per the State Department
and CIA. Camp Keating 10/3 (2009) a forward operating on the border of Pakistan
recognized as one of the bloodiest battles in Afghanistan that subsequently yielded 2
Congressional Medals of Honor . Realize the when zero has no value, the number 13
emerges , the basis and foundation of our Republic, the first 13 colonies.
To Pat Smith prior to Ben Ghazi there are only a handful of people within
arms reach of President Obama that would have known that the time in flight of our navy
seals that hit the bin laden compound was 1:30 minutes . (Zero has no value ) The Fort
Hood Shooting , 13 executed , Hillary Clinton is our 67th Secretary of State FBI forensic
reports 67 shell casing 6+ 7 = 13. Kenya Mall shooting 67 Christians executed. To Pat
Smith the mother of Sean , it is you’re your right to believe that Hillary’s testimony
regarding Ben Ghazi was 130 days after the fact , was a coincidence and grown adults
still believe in the tooth fairy. Fool me once ,shame on me , fool me twice SHAM on us.

The lying and continued cover ups to protect the Clintons, is an
abomination in the annuals of American History. Professional careers and reputations are
invested in the Clintons, not to mention segments of the media complicit in this process.
Is it any wonder people continue to lie and cover up for this couple?
More Evidence?? 3/1/14 during the crisis Kiev and Crimea President
Obama speaks with Vladmir Putin for and hour and a half. Aka 90 minutes aka an hour
and half 1:30 yet again zero has no value and yet again the number 13 emerges
To Pat Smith: Go read a book called unlimited access written by an FBI
agent during Bill and Hillary’s first 2 terms at the White House. What does their FBI,
after years of distinguished service and qualifications have to say about the Clintons. if
you don’t want to listen to an American Truck driver., and you wonder why your son was
executed and hung out to dry. ? Oh that’s right, I forgot, What difference at this point
does it make?
A report of a future Afghanistan leader that went on a raping rampage
against 5 women. What role did Hillary’s State Department play in holding up a
5,000,000,000 project to help American families called the Keystone pipeline project (
Zero has no value ) 1/31/14 after the 5th Federal Review in during a 5 year period, the
State Department declares no environmental impact to building this project awaiting,
pending President Obama’s approval.
12/29/13 United States is exporting more energy resources than it is
importing and American Families are still getting hosed by special interests and their
politicians. 1/9/14 President Obama then roles out 5 promise zones. , 13 months after the
President originally discussed the concept in the first place.
To Pat Smith what is the back story on the number 5 , that has a direct
impact on your son and the resulting cover up. Starting with 5 mortars used against the
embassy, during the 3rd successful attack followed by the Ben Roads of the NSC memo,
that judicial watch had to file a freedom of information request to get. This memo ( titled
prep ) referenced a 13 minute video/movie 5 separate times. Realizing Ambassador Rice
would go onto the networks 5 days after 911 and speak with 5 separate networks, talk
about a political stunt. So other people starting with Hillary Clinton could keep their
hands sanitized and obfuscate their responsibility before the American People, while
standing at Dover AFB and else where .I have always had questions regarding the NSC
and those in the State Department, going back to Twin Towers.
Recognized Time Line Regarding Ben Ghazi attacks commenced 9:40 pm
local standard time per the State Department. Zero has no value 9+4= 13 Coincidence my
butt, and I’m the Jackass? It is just a coincidence that a memo leaves the White House at
9:11 pm eastern time to Google regarding a 13 minute video, that Hillary and others are
hiding . 5/11/14 Chris Wallace, Ron Williams acknowledged that 13 hearings regarding
Ben Ghazi, 5 of these hearings held by the republican congress. We are now going to to
have a special select committee.
Hey Ben, given the arguments I have had with the NSC and your buddies
at the State Department, do you guys have a Presidential Executive order signed by
President Bush or President Obama? Yeah I know, I’m that Idiot that keeps bitching
about Twin Towers. Allen Combs indicated that during the Bush Administration there
were a total of 13 attacks to our embassy’s and consulates. That he can’t understand why
Ben Ghazi is getting all this attention.

5/11/14 When James Carville, was questioned about his opinion
regarding the newly convened special select committee and the idea of Hillary giving
testimony, with hint of sarcasm, sure have it on her birthday for 90 minutes ( AKA hour
and half 1.5 , 1:30 minutes, zero has no value and the number 13 emerges yet again
. Hey Claire Mc Kaskill, and Debbie Wasserman Schultz , just where do
your loyalties lie, with President Obama or the Clintons. With all the lying and scheming
your staff has been involved with, Not to mention Senator Blunts people. .
To Pat Smith , this nation has tripped over itself to lie and cover up for
Bill Clinton long before what was done to your son. This nation continues to refuse to
acknowledge what the Russians did to the British in one of their famous spy scandals that
tore their nation apart as a result of a event that accord on September 11 ( see Treason
author Rebecca West the Burgess Mc Lean Affair ) or Clintons Oslo accords in
relationship to September the 11th .
If it is true that the President Obama did not micro management Ben
Ghazi then truly someone exceptionally close with direct access to the President , needs
to be hunted down and severely dealt with ,overtly or covertly. Make no mistake Pat
Smith, Prior to Ben Ghazi intelligence was in the pipe line to the Department of Defense
and else where. Including Denny Ellis a former Sgt Major of the Special Operations
command , actively assigned to the JTTF to the FBI ( Indianapolis ) as a member of the
Indiana State Police. People Knew I was getting close to something .
This Modus Operandi that was unfolding prior to Ben Ghazi and could
explain why the President Obama did not Micro manage Ben Ghazi, if in fact there was a
mole hunt going on since Twin Towers. Also goes a long towards explaining why I have
been put through the ringer. The central agency during Twin Towers and Ben Ghazi is
the NSC. How many at the NSC would have known about a speech to be given about
missile defense on September the 11th 2001 in relationship to those in relationship to
those of the NSC during Ben Ghazi, at the White House .
Are there any names involved in these two events? Remember that a
policy position paper by then President Bush about missile defense would have
previewed by other agencies as well, not just the NSC. Again are there any common
names in these agencies in relationship, to Twin Towers and Ben Ghazi for President
Obama. There is a central reason why President Bush proclaimed after the elections
respect the office , the we don’t have to respect the man. In the course of modern history I
don’t ever remember a rival president outside of a year unexpectedly in the Oval Office
of a rival party as President Obama gets his 1st term going. After Vice President Cheney
Bellowed , find out how we kept the country safe.
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER, BUT KNOW HOW AND ACCESS IS
EVEN MORE POWERFUL. TALK ABOUT SOCIAL ENGERNERING TO DESTROY
AMERICAN FAMILIES, WITH THE HELP OF CONGRESSMAN, SENATORS AND
THE WHITE HOUSE, ON BOTH SIDES OF THE AISLE. ( To those that will argue ,
I’m a good politician , I care, how dare you!! , not good enough. What is the net result of
these institutions to American Families, WHOLSESALE DESTRUCTION.)
COINCIDENCE IS THE LAST REFUGE OF THE UNIFORMED, THE
UNISPRED. FOR THOSE THAT IINTATIVE OF LEADERSHIP Further Data Points to
be put on a 3 by 5 index card as piece of a puzzle to the larger picture.

At heart of our republic as a Nation is our Original 13 Colonies, the
springboard to everything else. Does our education system even teach this to our children
anymore. Is it any wonder why the book battles used to teach our children in Texas is so
important to our nation, a process that our enemies are trying to manipulate and control to
destroy our nation, in the reprogramming of our children and young adults.
There are 13 revolutionary sailors interned in Tripoli ( Libya that we have
been trying to get back) and reburied on us soil and who in the State Department has
DOD been involved in this issue.
In the defense logistics agency , there are 13 women in Philadelphia
called the Flag Ladies . These are the women that hand stitch and sew the Flags for the
President and Vice President .
13 days in October 1962, involving the Cuban Missile Crisis
What role did the number 13 play during Bay of Pigs in Cuba . 13 existing
and effective guerilla forces operating in Cuba months before the Bay of Pigs invasion.
Invasion forces launched on april the 13th 1961. Eisenhower approved a budget of 13
million for the operation, but stipulated that no military personnel could be part of the
combat force. With 200,000 troop and militia at his disposal Castro would have no
trouble disposing of 1300 volunteer’s most of of whom had no battlefield experience.
Many of the 1300 CIA trained Cuban exiles believed fervently that they were the first
wave of Cuban freedom fighters would liberate their homeland from Castro.
Pan American Flight 103 locker bee Scotland
Our Embassy Bombing in Beirut Lebanon in 1983 official time of
detonation local standard time per the State Department and CIA was 1:03 in the
afternoon.
Syrian ruling class are the alowhites and constitute 13% of the nations
demographics, which as we all know Russia is propping up in their continued fight
against the west.
The Man that made the video , that government officials hides behind
regarding protects regarding Ben Ghazi was an alowite and the video was 13 minutes
long, how and who let this guy into the country to manipulate international headlines and
subsequent international up roar in the Muslim world in the first place. To those of you in
the State Department behind this, keep laughing to yourself, I know what you are up to.
For those of you refusing to reform our political asylum and continue to flood our borders
with people that have no business being in this country, you really think you are going to
get away with this?, That no one is going to figure out what you are up to. The Boston
Bombing’s, You let the world believe Ben Ghazi all as result of intentional abuse of our
political asylum to gain illegal entry into this country. As a result , how many more
enemy agents are in this country, that we are yet to face the headlines over as result of
people inside the State Department .

The President awards 13 Medals of Freedom 5/29/ 12 Washington DC
Instantaneously the following Day 13 people are head shot execution in
Syria .
By the end of the same week , the President awarded 13 medals of
Freedom 11 people in 6 southern states and a dead infant in florida are infected or killed
with ecoli . The extent to which insurgents , have infiltrated the food supply cycle , is off
the charts. Insurgents disguised as illegal migrants , BS some would say, that I’m not
being politically correct . Ill address the PC police later, stay at your desk in Washington
DC and our Universities. .
Hidden in plain sight during the Boston Crisis a major food manufacturer
is forced to do a major food recall involving esteria , a food contamination in 13 states
Cruise Ship Costa Concordia 1/13/12 , Cruise Ship Triumph 2/13/13 .
Precisely 13 months to the day between events. Was something worse about to happen to
Americans , had they been taken to shore in Mexico and not towed back to Texas. Yet
another fire in an engine room on a cruise ship triumph, 13 months to the day, after
Costa Concordia.
What do we really know about all these foreign nationals around
Americans on cruise ships in and out of foreign ports. As I said to the Secret Service at
the time just exactly where was Triumph scheduled to go to in Mexico , in relationship to
Cartels , terrorists groups, and the insurgency rat line into the United States. What covert
role does Irans embassy in Venezuela play in this process
At the height of the campaign cycle 2011, 13 wildfires in the month of
August.
1/16/12 Romney left Bain Capitol 13 years ago
As a result of Obama care 13 Catholic Arch Deices sue the US
Government for religious freedom .
13 soldiers executed at Fort Hood, change the label , change the brand a
leopard is still a leopard. Control the message, control the narrative to further destroy the
United States from within. Definitions matter in a psychological warfare campaign to
destroy the United States. At the heart of this Psychological warfare campaign to destroy
the United States is our Education and Media Operations. Work place violence, not an
act of terrorism against US Soldiers. Overseas contingency operation , not the global
war on terror. The BS that the pentagon and us officials are putting these soldiers through
is a wholesale breech of duty , will be dealt with, and further exposed. What role has the
PC police played to keep the Muslim brotherhood happy that has infiltrated DHS, DOD,
STATE DEPARTMENT, THE WHITEHOUSE AND THE FBI. The Muslim
Brotherhood and others in the Middle East has got to laughing their heads off, quietly to
themselves.
1.3 million request’s in cell phone wire taps

13 electoral votes in VA 7/13/12
Theater Killing in Arizona 1/8/11 , 13 years after Columbine Colorado
13 killed in Columbine colorado
.
12 adults , plus a fetus in a woman’s womb killed in the Arizona Theater
Killing I say 13 were killed here. Definitions matter
Shooter in Aurora Colorado bought his tickets 12 days before the debut
which means he committed the killings on the 13th day.
4/23/13 Cavuto reported about a tweet about an alleged attack to the
president that occurred at 1300 and as a result computer generated drop in dow 143
points due to hackers
Marco Rubio minimum 13 years towards path way to citizenship
regarding immigration reform
4/26/13 13 indictments of corruption at Baltimore jail by the Department
of Justice
10/23/13 Baltimore Ravens use 130,00 dollars to promote obama care
13 billion dollar budget for the IRS
5/26/13 Congress to interview 13 Top State Department officals regarding
Ben Ghaz.
Hotel Casino elevator stuck in Atlantic City New Jersey 130 am
67 million dollars goes missing at the Department of HHS, coincidentally
the same amount of money for Navigators for Obama Care 6+ 7 = 13
************Charles Payne Neil Cavuto 1.3 trillion hit in housing value lost assets to
American Families. A Big Democratic Whale with a revolving door at the White House .
The Individual I’m referring was formally kicked out of Britain, for trying to collapse
and destroy the British Pound Sterling and we let him into this country and give him
access to the White House. He pays and supports acorn to go and shake down and protest
at the personal homes of bankers .
************ Subsequently normal fundamental underwriting policies are thrown away
. A finically illiterate public is then allowed to be mistreated by financial predators called
the banking system , others later in the legal system. The biggest Predator of all, next to
the federal government, the insurance industry. Hey George must be nice to be able to
study a mountain range after a heavy snow storm in the Rocky Mountains or Alpine
mountains and know exactly where to fire a shot to cause a financial avalanche to destroy
American Families with the help of the White House and Capitol Hill and act like you
didn’t have anything to with the whole destruction of American Assets to the tune of 1.3

trillion dollars and get away with it. Mario Cuomo for the purpose of objectivity to
George Sorros, what were your actions , in this destruction process of American wealth
and families to benefit special interests
************10/21/13 someone gets wind of what Ive been writing and working on
since June 2013 and then the Department of Injustice arranges a 13 billion dollar
settlement against JP morgan chase regarding the mortgage financial crisis. That’s one
hell of a Return on Investment , ( ROI ) Strip 1.3 trillion lost assets of American Families
and only pay a fine of 13 billion dollars. I guess you really to get what you pay for, when
you have politicians and the DOJ in your pockets. Lambs to the slaughter house, that
continue to get fleeced, sadly American families on both sides of the aisle. .
Members of congress briefed 13 times regarding NSA surveillance
programs
6/9/13 Dr. David Samati 13 million people over treated and for blood
pressure . 13 million people needlessly subscribed medication for high blood pressure
because of out dated faulty procedures by Doctors or nurse practitioners .
6/11/13 1.3 Billion a year to defense contractors( Andrea Tantero )
President Obama up in Boston 13 days prior to the special election
between Gomez ( R ) Markey ( D )
The IRS needs a budget of 13 Billion a year to implement Obama care
1.3 Billion a year in economic to Egypt , since the 1987 Camp David
accords . 4/4/14 regarding the play that profiles the Camp David accords that went on for
13 days in 1978. CNN Library signed September 17th 1978 as a result of a 13 day
summit.
6/19/13 136 pm Megan Kelley Per the CDC in ratio to our population 13%
is the abortion rate in this country
TWA 800 10:50 pm was the altitude of detonation of this plane at 13,000
feet. NTSB 13,760 feet
103 Gitmo Detainees on hunger strike force feed ( Zero has no Value=13 )
1/1/13 1.3 millon a day fines to Hobby Lobby for not implementing and
fighting Obama Care Policies. 3/25/14 Oral arguments before the Supreme Court
expanded from 60 minutes to 1hr 30 minutes. (Zero has no value = 13
1/1/13 in a child abuse case a mother is ordered not to get pregnant for the
next 13 years.
1/23/13 Hillary Clinton gave her testimony regarding Ben Ghazi , 130
days after the attacks. The 67th Secretary of State in our Nation. (6+7=13)

Sequester = 2.3 percent of budget and 1.3 % in cuts to our Defense Budget
2/26/13 Michael Goodwin NY Post
2/21/13 University of Maryland Study shows that woman on average
speak 13000 words a day.
2/25/13 Syracuse University Study regarding Gun Crime Prosecution only
13 cases prosecuted by DOJ involving illegal gun Permit applications
The Rise of Domination by a Latin American Gang called MS13
The most recent RNC convention 2011 had 13 LED Giant Screens
In a major Speech By President Obama, 12 Greek columns , plus him =
13. TE Lawrence 7 pillars of Wisdom . We would all like to think our president is a pillar
of wisdom
Ambassador Stevens was sent into Libya along with 12 additional men 12
+ 1 = 13
10/9/12 Judge Napolitano regarding Obamas free speech quote in his
Harvard Law School yearbook . Lets go shopping for a President , 13 seemingly innocent
words in advance, planting seeds towards the White House “” I don’t see a lot of
conservatives getting upset if minorities feel silenced “”
85 million a month in stimulus by our Secretary of Treasury Ben Vernaci
8 + 5 = 13
Brega Libya in a Communications bunker 9 of 11 Imams dead
Laura Ingram Hall an IRS official paid 103 , 000 in bonus .
If I remember correctly per the last census report, there were 13,000,000
illegal migrants in this country.
13 States Attorney’s General’s in this country band together , in a class
action lawsuit to against the EPA. A nation of laws, manipulate the laws , destroy a
nation. Choke of this nations energy supplies , that allow freedom to grow and expand.
The globalist’s that are engineering things to destroy , a once prosperous
nation are laughing their butt’s off all the way to the bank . China, Russia , South
America and those in the Middle East , have to be asking themselves ? What can we do
to accelerate the destruction of the United States and American Sovereignty? The
dictators in the UN obviously said to themselves if President Bush won’t agree to signing
the Kyoto accords , then we will skin the cat another way. The UN with your private
rape teams going after African Children. Or Killing 8000 people in Haiti with cholera by
contaminating , their water supply at your base camp.

7/26/13 Since 2010 130 coal power plants have been shut . Of the various
coal power plants shut down in the United States, just how many of these coal power
plants are getting rebuilt in China to exploit the Chinese people for profit, accelerating
the militarization of their country. Who in the Military Industrial complex , Political
class and Investors in the United States , are benefiting from American families getting
destroyed by their own Government. Can we divert the exhaust of these power plants,
into the underground charcoal filter systems to clean it , or something similar to clean
exhaust systems on Big Rigs underground
Forbes.com February 2012 Barak Obama signing the patient protection
and affordable care act… impact on peoples ability to lay out cash on health related ,
expenditures quoting now state that the cost over 10 years will be 1.3 trillon dollars
USA today Oct 14 2011 The federal budget deficit is stuck at 1.3 trillon
the same as in 2010.
Both President Bush and President Obama have both declared that their
highest Priorities have been the Security of the American People. That an event like 911
never happen again. To this I have no argument. Does this mean that security of the
American People only extends to the fact that people are trying to kill us. This is a short
sided attitude, because security also extends emotional and economic security.
Have Communist’s in the past ever confiscated or nationalized Americans
Assets in a Communist country, in the not so distant past. In the courts of public opinion
all over the world and especially legal body’s all over the UN . If or when , China decides
to nationalize American Assets on their soil, to offset the money we owe them , then
what??? The UN and their global new world order is going to stick up for the United
States , that have been trying to destroy our country in the first place ???
Like everything else, DOD, CIA, FBI, and Capital Hill has been lying and
covering up in this country. A few years ago in my Web Site , I wrote “ don’t worry
about the Chinese , they swallowed their poison pill when they took Hong Kong back
under treaty from the British. The Chinese in retaliation , then send toys , with little pills
into this country contaminated with GHB . The date rape drug that our children were
swallowing , that the FDA had to do a recall on, because of China’s intentional poisoning
of our children.
A Chinese worker gets angry and poisons the dumplings going to Japan
10/23/13 3600 members of American families are sick, 600 dead because
of contaminated poisoned dog treats deployed into the United States by China , with the
help of American Companies.
A Chinese tourist company is allowed to profile Americans , going to
North Korea, 10/26/13 Meryl Newman an American Korean War is coincidently 85
years old . 8 + 5 = 13
A fox news reporter is sent to jail for 85 days for not revealing her
sources 8+5 = 13

11/21/13 85 people in North Korea, publicly executed. 8+ 5 = 13
To this day the Chinese still continue to deploy contaminated products
into this country and are allowed to kill important members of American Families , our
pets. Talk about terrorizing American families for profit, with the help of American
Corporations. Men and Women all over security operations in this country say I’m the
JACKASS.???? That anything I say is not credible, to COVER THEIR COLLECTIVE
BUTTS.
Friday the 13th What is the historical factual basis and our dread of this
day. Vanderbilt University New Catholic Encyclopedia October the 13th year 1307 .
King Phillip the 4th of France in coordination with the Catholic Church arrested, tortured,
and executed 2000 Knights Templar
3/4/13 630pm FNC 13 states allowing instate tuition to people illegally
here in the United States.
3/513 President Obama invites 12 congressman to the white House
regarding Sequester 12 + 1 = 13
13 Billon confiscated in Cypress to secure a IMF loan
Ran or Ron Paul Filibusters on the floor for 13 hours
News week article 7/25/2011 June 2010 General David Petreaus then in
charge of central command is asked by President Obama to take over command in
Afghanistan and then 13 months later comes home to take charge of the CIA
13 memos 2010 that US ATTY General Never Received regarding Fast
and Furious
103 less commodities listed in the Futures Trading Commission.
5/17/13 if I remember correctly Mr. Bob Beckle while on the Bill O
Reilly Show during the 8 o’clock hour echoed what a White House or Government
Official said on background earlier in the day regarding Ben Ghazi, on the largest
microphone in the country “ we were idiots . Isn’t Bob Beckle involved in daily or
weekly strategy meetings with various people involved with the Democratic party.
Beware of Greeks bearing gifts “ Talk about trying to throw the dogs of the hunt . I’m
surprised Bill O Reilly got played like that. Hey Bill Just what has the Brain Room at Fox
been up too? Is Bob Beckel, Allen Combs a reporter, commentator or political operatives,
or all of the above. 1/27/14 Bob Beckell acknowledge on the 5, has managed to date 103
campaigns. How many more times are you going to whisper single payor system for
health care, on one of the largest microphones in the country. The Clinton organization
must love you guys. Bob Beckell, Allen Combs
7/18/13 President Obama to sell prop up and sell health care proclaims
that in 2012 13 000 000 in rebates went out, and to date in 2013 8.5 million in rebates
went out. ( 8 + 5 = 13 )

9/5/13 1.3 million employees at Wal Mart
$13 dollar calendars to support victim’s regarding Boston Bombing
9/14/13 Chesapeake Energy walks away from 13,000 leases for fracking
in New York because of the Governors moratorium.
9/14/13 1.3 Billion fraudulently paid out in social security disability
claims
9/16/13 Navy Yard shooting 12 victim’s plus dead shooter = 13
9/19/13 13 wounded in SW Chi park . What role did Rob Emanual play as
mayor in relationship to gang squads and relocation of Chicago Police tied into local
communities prior to this shooting.
9/17/13 on the 5 year anniversary of the economic collapse 13 states still
at same employment rates prior to the collapse .
7/11/13 13.000.000 smart phones sold to date with millions of
manufacturing jobs lost overseas.
A marine last name Torres kidnapped on his border farm and secretary
Kerry meet with 12 congressman 12 + 1 = 13
2013 Bureau Labor Static’s part time employees hired in a 3 to 1 ration
part time employees vs full time
2013 Despite White House Closures to the Public, The White House
invites 130 guest’s for Ramadan Dinner zero has no value 13 yet again
7/29/13 President Obama goes on vacation in Martha Vineyard at stays at
a mansion valued at 7.6 million dollars 7+6 = 13
11/2/13 a 76 foot tall Christmas Tree is sent to the Rockefeller center, and
just how many things are pictured and memorialized to totalitarian regimes from around
the world. 7 + 6 = 13
8/4/13 City of New York denies legacy points to 13 sons of dead fireman
killed at ground zero during their application process, while the governor ignores their
cry’s for help, that just want to follow in their fathers foot steps to serve the city of New
York As part of their families generational heritage to the city of New York.
13 Hot shot families denied benefits in Prescott Arizona ( Julian Ashcroft)
8/4/13 the new President of Iran is sworn in to office of Preisdent’s
Obama Birthday.

13 Military officers at Fort Hood find Major Nadal Hassan Guilty
8/5/13 National Journal 58000 set to mobilize regarding immigration
reform (zero has no value and 5 + 8 = 13
Regarding the Boston Bombing , did these brothers in fact try to detonate
the 2 explosion 13 seconds after the 1st detonation.
nd

8/19/13 DHS spends 6.7 million dollars for a video to fend off a terrorist
Russia sponsors a international 13 mile tank competition course .
Psychological preconditioning during psychological warfare as people
continue to genetically engineer a global pandemic ( The Black Plague during the 13th
century killed how many millions )
67 million dollars set aside for navigators regarding Obama Care 6+ 7 =
13
13 states recognize same sex marriage
8/8/13 13 story building imploded in San Francisco
8/29/13 Secretary Kerry spent 1:30 minutes in a conference call regarding
Syria and abroad range of options Senator James Inhoff
9/1/13 congress to debate Syria at 1300 in the afternoon
10/12/13 annual increase of benefits to seniors on social security 1.3 %
11/22/1963 JFK is shoot at 130pm eastern and his death is announced
1300 pm central
Priorities USA spent 67 million dollars in attack adds against MITT
Romney 6+7= 13
4/22/14 Neil Cavuto The Government pays tax prepares and enrollment
counselors 58.00 per head to enroll in Obama care to get the numbers up. Was this with
the understanding that if people did not continue to pay their monthly bills for health care
, let alone the 1st payment. The people collecting this 58.00 per head would pay the
money they collected back if enrollees defaulted in their obligations and at what point.
Did the Congress ever approval this payment in the first place? What are future legal
obligations , to the people that collected on this money?? 58.00 5+8 = 13
1.3 million dollars paid out for the Richard Simmons Commercial add for
Obama Care.
85 standing ovations during President Obama State of the Union 2014

Hate speech in the middles East or the United States is still Hate Speech
even if it is disguised as religion
12/10/13 Budget deal 1.3 million on long term unemployment set to
expire.
12/13/13 Terry Lowen 58 year old avionics mechanic at Wichita airport
involved in attempted car bombing explosives inert 5+8=13
12/17/13 Bipartisan Budget Bill 67 yes votes 6+7 = 13 12 of which were
Republicans, the rest Democrats and saves 85 billion dollars on the backs of our Veterans
8+5= 13
12/26/13 13 States get ready to increase minimum wage., Entrepreneurs be
damned
12/29/13 13,000,000 illegal immigrants not covered by Obama Care
1300 cracks in Nations Capitol to be repaired ( Peter Doocy )
2013 13 states legalize medical marijuana
1/2/14 DOW Jones down 130 point
President Bush 41 was involved is 58 offical bombing missions in his
avenger during world war 2 5+ 8 = 13 On his 80th birthday jumped from 13,000 feet and
jumps every 5 years DOB June 12th 1924 reported by Fox News 5th April 2014 at 5pm
Operation Neptune during world war 2. The worlds largest Airborne
operation involving 13,000 troops to support the D Day Invasion.
4/17/14 67,000 troops in Europe , with no tanks. 6+7=13
1/10/14 Congressman Jim Jordan during the Jay Sekulow Radio show
personally confirmed for me that Barbara K Boserman , that currently heads the DOJ
investigation looking into the complaints by the Tea Party and Government abuse of the
IRS involving free speech maxed out her campaign contributions to the tune of 6700.00 (
Zero has no value 6+7 =13 The Tea party , our original 13 colonies and our founding
fathers orginal fight against supremacy of the State Doctrine. How long did the FBI and
Department of Injustice have the basis of the document Ive been writing , sent to them by
the Secret Service , before Boserman was appointed?
5/9/14 Rudy Giuliani on the Neil Cavuto Show acknowledged when he
was a Federal Prosecutor, that the FARQ in Columbia attacked and killed 13 of
Columbia’s Supreme Court Justices
5/21/14 President Obama acknowledged that the VA services 85.000.000
appointments in a year ( zero has no value 8+ 5=13)

5/21/14 Congressman miller in an interview with Anderson Cooper 360
acknowledged the Administrator for the VA Hospital in Phoenix in the month of April
received a bonus for 8500.00 and was scheduled to receive the same thing in may before
everything hit the fan ( 8+ 5 = 13 )
5/24/14 USA Jobs 67 Jobs still filled by the VA 6+7 = 13
5/24/14 The only legitimate coincidence to date is that there are 94 West
Point Graduates to date that have died in Iraq and Afghanistan as profiled in a new book
titled West Point Leadership profiles of courage Daniel Rice and Lt Colonel Vigna
*****9 + 4 = 13
COICIDENCE IS THE LAST REFUGE OF THE UNIFORMED, THE
UNISPIRED. FOR THOSE THAT LACK INITATIVE OF LEADERSHIP
The motto of our Supreme Court proclaims “Equal Justice under the Law”
Unless a President of the United States proclaims phony scandals of distractions
regarding Health Care, further allowing the IRS in an uneven hand attack his critics and
says that Ben gazi is a phony scandal. Must be nice to have an attorney General Eric
Holder, that becomes a political operative for the president, used against American
families. Realizing that the majority of the Media are sock puppets for White House in
the Process. In their collaborative process, of cementing Supremacy, of the State
Doctrine. The original issue our founding fathers fought against in the first place.
T.E Lawrence , Lawrence of Arabia in his Book 7 Pillars of wisdom has
the most geo strategic quote in modern history. That the only way Dictators and
Totalitarian Regimes can stay in power is because of the lack of curiosity of their
indigenous people, to whom they rule over? Nancy Pelosi , then famously says that the
only way to find out what’s in the bill is pass it , away from the fog, as she and her
democratic colleagues refuses to respect the rights of the minority in a legislative process.
Change the label, change the brand , in a Capitalistic society , definitions
matter. Obama Care is Eugenics, and social engineering, dressed up and disguised as
health care to kill off Americans , , kill of the elderly and veterans , kill off the
Entrepreneurs, drive doctors out of the health care industry, to kill them off even faster.
Destroy wealth and prosperity of our families. 40 hour work weeks become 30. Creating
Concierge medicine , for the wealthy in the process. What are the studies regarding the
impact of long term stress of unemployment, that shortens life at a cellular level.
Historically speaking wasn’t it Hitler During World War 2 that emulated Eugenics
programs of the United States.
The hidden travesty to our families that politicians and the media are
insulated from. Hide from their actions against American families and cement supremacy
of the State and a culture of dependency. As Eugenics generation ally kills them off. Use
Supremacy of the State to attack and destroy a young entrepreneurial spirit by attacking
our children at lemonade stands our cheerleaders and other involved with fund raising at
car washes. Over tax the population to the point that American families can hardly keep
their heads afloat. Who has the time to get involved to make a difference.

Which is exactly what the special interests, that have our politicians in
their pockets want . Why does the majority of our media in this nation which is
predominately is liberal continue to act as facilitators in the grand strategic policy known
as supremacy of the State. Reporters that become nothing better than quick dry cement
used against American Families. Well paid sock puppets, for power brokers
Penalize the majority for the sake of a minority. A brain washing
technique used by the majority of liberal tenured professors at premier universities all
over the United states. Liberal Tenured professors known as the PC police, with the
financial endorsement of the United States Government, to further enslave American
families and promote policies of supremacy of the State. Strategic planning, that the
media is on, that our founding fathers rebelled against.
Enemies of American families have learned how to use our Christian
Values against us. Who would stand to benefit the most, by reading the King James Bible
and the Koran, to play both ends against the middle . Subsequently long term to turn the
country over to our children, who have been reprogrammed and brains and a independent
thought process turned to mush, dependent on State Supremacy. Those special interest’s
that kiss the ring get exceptions and those that don’t kiss the ring, we will just use the IRS
and security operations to attack you .
Driving millions of Americans into part time employment, so that a White
House and cooperative media operations and a protected political class can tell the
country that an abundance of jobs are being created. A process of destruction that they
themselves are insulated from . Ignoring at every point, the U6 employment rate., to
control the message.
To universities graduates that have paid top dollar for your degrees and
don’t have a job. Upset about what I said about turning the nation over to kids void of
Independent thought process, and brains turned to mush? What you are going through has
been decades in the planning. It is not a coincidence that the ratio of conservative tenured
professors vs liberal tenured professors is as lopsided as it is, using federal subsidizes for
education and loans in the process.
How many years ago was the document Supremacy translated by
Columbia Cultural Research Institute at Columbia University known throughout the
world for its schools of Journalism and law and you don’t know what I’m talking about.
To the University Student at Columbia with a masters degree in political theory that
brought this document attention when I took Christmas break at Chincoteague Island Va
2012 , Thank you. The global ramifications of this document is staggering on the world
stage.
.What else did the Russians learn about the human condition during their
experiment during pavlov’s experiment dogs salivating , diner bell etc. See the Book
Strategy Captain Lidell Hart. What they learned about the human condition during this
experiment is their base line, bedrock in their terror campaigns against the Russian
People and Western and Muslim culture
Put off implementation until after the 2014 midterm elections. A total of
35 Democratic Congressman and Senators voted for Obama Care before they want to
post pone or make reforms , to make the law more agreeable to the American people.

Logically if this was truly the case , during the normal course of
committee conference hearings to pass a law that has an impact on American families,
then Democrats would have invited Republicans to the table in the first place, and would
not have refused to respect the rights of the minority and Nancy Pelosi would not have
said to the country, we have to pass this away from the fog in order to find out what is in
the legislation in the first place . According to the Heritage Foundation Obama Care is
75% more expensive in Red States and only 50% more expensive in Blue States.
The Predators in the Insurance Industry must have been happier then pigs
in mud and slop , when Nancy Pelossi and other’s turned our legislative process over to
the specials interest’s on K Street , that own and control our politicians, to destroy our
families. Is it any wonder that our politicians have turned our country over to these
special interest’s as they build a police state to be used against American families.
These same predators in the Insurance Industry are then scheduled to
receive 1 trillion dollars as part of Obama Care. Get paid a trillion dollars as part of a
government bail out used to destroy our families in the first place. All the while the
media collaborators and politicians wont force the Insurance Companies to break apart
the State Controlled Monopolies and compete across state lines against each other or
other divisions in the same companies . Andy Tobias Book The Hidden Bankers. These
same politicians wont do anything to upset their paymasters on K Street , and implement
Tort Reform. Talk about another hell of return on investment to the special interests that
have our politicians in their pockets.
Heading into the 2014 reelection cycle and all those people that voted for
all those Democrats, that voted for Obama Care. While these Democrats may have had,
the best intentions at heart to help those without health insurance. It does not absolve
these Democrats, that the majority of the nation, with insurance got the short end of the
stick. So that special interests could run to the bank laughing and stuffing their pockets all
the way, at the expense of the rest of American families.
In all due respect America you vote for these Democrats again and you are
going to continue, to get hosed, and deserve what you will continue to get, 10 fold.
Insanity is repeating the same mistakes and expecting different results. 12/20/13 During
President Obama year end news conference claims 85% of the country has benefited
from Obama care for the last 3 years. ( 8+ 5 =13 )
12/29/13 Dr. Howard Dean acknowledged that the Heritage Institute
designed Obama Care during his interview with Chris Wallace. What would a full profile
of leadership of this group show. During this show it was revealed that 60% of the
counties in the United States only have 1 or 2 insurance companies to cover a county, that
chokes out and controls competition by the Insurance Industry, while ignoring tort
reform. Why would special interests and politicians want people in the United States
financially illiterate, to produce sheep that are easier to fleece and legally steal from.
Amazing how reactionary our politicians on both sides of the aisle have
become to the media. While American families, get flushed down the toilet, in the
process. Liberal Networks, Editors and reporters must love the power they continue to
show over our politicians.
To those of you in the UN , Whabi sect , in Saudi Arabia , and any
number of cleric’s and Imams I know what you are doing and I promise you , you’ve
pissed off the wrong man, and I don’t play checkers .

Use your foot soldiers in the Muslim World that you have been brain
washing in your Madrasa’s for decades , call them terrorist’s and deploy them against
Western Culture , knowing that our economies are on the decline . While infiltrating our
universities to control your propaganda, and attack anyone that exposes the mistreatment
of your woman. There was a time I was happy to be left alone with my books and music
until you killed our people and continued to do so
Yet another example of label brand marketing, change the label , change
the brand. Given the infiltration and acceptance of members of the Muslim Brotherhood
in your suit and ties , at the highest levels of security Operations of this nation , including
the White House, what role did you play in not having terrorists involved in the attack of
embassy in Ben Gazi not listed on the FBI watch list rewards for justice, not to mention
how you have manipulated security procedures of DHS, FBI and State Department
Members of the Muslim Brotherhood must be really excited about the
concept of a President Hillary given her conduct in close door meeting for 3 days
December 2011 so that with her help you could draft a un resolution to filter and control
what if anything is said or wrote about the Muslim Brotherhood, in the first place. Even if
it meant that Hillary will have to ignore the first amendment of the US Constitution ,
freedom of speech in our country.
So why would she meet with them in the first place, and even remotely
consider actions to violate our bill of rights, with a distinguished group with a historical
history of violence, and rationalized crap for not listing Boko Haram from Nigeria as a
terrorist organization, it called pandering to the Muslim Brotherhood .
We need only look to Britain so see the in roads of shutting down freedom
of speech, the same thing Muslim elite are trying to accomplish is our country starting
inside our education system , book battles, and major Universities. Our nation only needs
to look at a politician in Britain because he had the temerity to quote Winston Churchill,
Paul Weston and gets arrested for quoting Winston Churchill. .
“The fact that in Mohammedan law every woman must belong to some
man as his absolute property, either as a child, a wife, or concubine, must delay the
extinction of slavery until the face of Islam has ceased to be a great power among men.
Individual Moslems may show splendid qualities- but the influence of the religion
paralyses the social development of those who follow it. No retrograde forces exist in the
world. Far from moribund, Mohammedanism is a militant and proselytizing faith. “
I’m still trying to come to terms with the book The Brotherhood Erick
Stakelbeck and implications of this book and should be required reading for anyone
involved inside security operations of our nation. There is an obvious 5th column
movement to destroy of country. One thing is obvious , What Pat Smith the mother of
sean smith at Ben Gazi should be asking is not what our nation sees in the Clintons rather
, what kind of kindred spirit do terrorists see in the Clintons . Starting with the Dog and
Pony show Bill Clinton ,Arafat of the PLO ran against the Israelis.
The Oslo accords signed on 10 September, but implemented the following
day 11 September. Concessions Israel made , to only have their desires for peace
ignored. Why would a terrorist cell in Europe as part on their bonding ritual go White
Water rafting. How many professional careers and reputations are invested in the
Clintons and currently surround President Obama, that don’t want the nation to know the
truth about this power couple .

Our republic does not work if the media does not do its job. Which is
exactly, what those that advocate Supremacy want. How Ironic that the liberal media in
this country knowingly participates . in a doctrine known as supremacy, as a result of a
letter from a monk to a pope. It is a shame our founding fathers didn’t know about this
document when they rebelled against the State (DEJAVU) during the founding of our
Nation and the American Revolutionary War. The question that our generation as a
nation will face, is what are we going to do about this policy, that has infected our nation,
our education system and the world at large. ??
Doesn’t anyone find it curious that the document Im talking about was
translated at the Columbia Cultural Research Institute. Coincidentally the home of one of
our countries premier schools of journalism and law at Columbia University, where
President Obama graduated . Coincidentally the same document the Pope Francis
recently eluded to in his letter Hope of the Gospel. Out of curiosity what would a
denominational analysis of a Christian Nation show, at our Nations Capitol and other
Strategic leadership positions , and media leadership centers reveal.
Amazing what patience , planning and the ignorance of the American
people can accomplish. Cold war politics proves that one of the most politically astute
proup of men on the planet is the college of cardinals, as they choose John Paul from
Poland, during the cold war. At the beginning of the 21st century, despite the fact that
Pope Benedict is still alive Pope Francis from Argentina is then elected Pope. Serving as
a voice for millions of people in the United States involved the controversy involving
immigration policies. Realizing there are politicians in strategic positions in Capitol Hill,
that want to stream line this process for votes and profit , depending on what side of the
aisle you sit on. People that flee South America, that just want a job to feed their families.
In anticipation of the proposed Dream act as children in South America
are tuned over to cartels and subsequently smug gelled or intercepted at the border , that
are exploited to what ends. Children that are crying for a voice, for the abused in the
abomination. If it takes a new Pope to bring this to head, then so be it.
What detrimental impact has this had on Chris Crane the Union President
for ICE as he hits the alarm bell as these children are exploited, by people on both sides
of the border for profit, and towards what end . Some argue to hell with American
Sovereignty. Republican power brokers want cheap undocumented labor, and the
Democrats want all the undocumented votes they can muster.
Amazing what I learned from a US citizen formerly from Mexico, as a
former illegal that grew up on the border. A fellow truck driver that I knew would speak
his mind and not afraid to hold his ground on this position. Amongst various things
discussed, shut down and if need militarize the border. A man that still owns property in
Mexico. It was nice to be able to see things through his eyes and prospective.
Carl Levin, Harry Reed, Nancy Pelosi, Dick Durbin, Chuck Schumer use
the IRS to attack those that you disagree with, while allowing the IRS to ignore those that
you agree with you. Must be intoxicating, drunk with power for aristocrats inside the
American Government destroying American families.
Gee what a coincidence, A Canadian Company called CGI is tapped as the
primary contractor for the development Obama Care , with connections to who ? When
given the opportunity nobody in the Republican Party bothers to find out just exactly why
this company was chosen in the first place??

Given all the American Talent involved with technology in the United
States, that in a clean up operation is then used to fix this disaster, as the American Tax
payor continues to get defrauded. Vice President Biden says, President Obama should be
nominated for Saint hood because of the patience he has demonstrated. So logically Joe
you must want to teach our children how to genuflect and kiss the ring in a corrupt
education system, that continues to dumb down the sheep. .
Bill and Hillary Clinton must be quietly laughing their heads off., because
CGI also stands for the Clinton Global Initiative who’s motto is Changing the world
does not come with term limits. As American asset’s, companies and property are bought
up by foreign nationals, that exploited their native people to make money in the first
place . As you buy up American asset’s ,Corporations and property to only further
enslave and destroy American families..
That American Corporations are looking for any excuse to make money as
they build a police state against American families., with help of who in the pentagon? In
Psychological Warfare against the United States, it’s amazing what how the concept of
self fulfilling prophecy is getting used against our families.
I’ll give President Jimmy Carter a lot of credit for recently
acknowledging, the obvious, that we have no functioning democracy any more. In the
course of American and Presidential History how is that President Carter has the
foresight and integrity to acknowledge the obvious , but the Bush, Clinton and
Rockefellers families have not. Not to mention other politicians on both sides of the
aisle.
T.E Lawrence , Lawrence of Arabia. That the only way totalitarian
regimes can stay in power , is because of the lack of curiosity of the indigenous people to
whom they rule . Women have always had a greater sense of curiosity and is at the heart
of our enemies 1st of 2 Achilles Heel’s .
How women are mistreated and their natural sense of curiosity ,
willingness to learn and ask questions is an inherent part of their nature and why men
through the centuries have tried to control and destroy their human nature. To stay in
power and control. I guess Muslim men would love to forget and erase the queen of
Sheba and other great Muslim women in their forgotten past through out the centuries.
To learn about our enemies 2nd Achilles heel , see Operation Neptune’s
Trident to the Power of 103. To our combat Veterans since the first invasion to free
Kuwait, There will be no call to arms, you will learn that the pen is mightier than the
sword. You will be given the means and opportunity to delivery the coup de tat against
any and all strategic enemies of our republic domestic and foreign. There will be no
blood shed.
Your hardships suffered have better prepared you, for what is yet to
unfold, to your benefit and our nation. . However if you refuse to engage in this process
you will have condemned your children and neighborhood kids that you have been
sacrificing for all these years , to yet again get chewed up and spit out by the military
industrial of this nation, just the way you already have been.
Make no mistake ladies and gentlemen I am at the opposite spectrum of
being a pacifist Our enemies 2nd Achilles became operational on the geo strategic
battlefield the instant Saudi Arabia paid their people not to riot during the Arab Spring. (
CHECK )

Give a man a fish he will ask for another fish, teach him how to fish he
will feed himself. I have grossly underestimated our enemies willingness to play copy
cat. To much evidence to support this statement, for those that have 3rd party objectivity.
Haven’t gasoline prices doubled during the Obama administration . Public perception is
everything.
The President starts his administration by telling our country there are 57
States in our republic. Conservatives laugh at the President and yet again fail to take the
most simple argument where It should have went. How did our enemies in the Muslim
world feel empowered when he bowed to the King of Saudi Arabia knowing that the
COUNCIL OF ISLAMIC REALTIONS (COOPERATION )HAS 57 MEMBER
STATES IN IT??
Has President Obama recently been photographed reading a book called “”
Post American World, Author Fareed Zakaria “” Has he been reading this to better
understand the mind set of our enemies trying to destroy our republic , to use their own
psychology against them ?? Or does this partially explain why the White House is going
out of its way to manage and control Western Media.
Ultimately a President can only be judged by his action’s and results
during the course of world history . Is there a larger geo strategic picture unfolding after
more than 3000 get killed on US Soil and a nation goes to war, with our allies . .
At which point do seemingly unrelated events become something else??
Only those of us who have suffered the LOSS OF LOVED ONES , GOVERNMENT
INTIMIDATION or GOVERNMENT MISMANGEMENT, can truly be the judge of the
following seemingly unrelated events. Step back and look at the bigger picture and
seemingly unrelated pieces of the puzzle .
Before I can address Operation Neptune Trident in depth. I first have to
digress back to Operation Masada in Israel and the Muslim brotherhood, that Muslim
elitists and Clerics are using to hide behind. This may condemn me to those of you in
Mosad, Shin Bet and the Israeli people but as a former Marine and Soldier , my
allegiance is my nation first.
OPERATION MASADA: This operation was put into action, when Israel
realized that the United States was getting hood winked and snookered by the Russians,
at a period in history forgotten and ignored when the military and political class in the
United States were strutting like peacocks , that we won the cold war. The KGB and
leadership in Russia or whatever they want to call themselves today not only turned the
KGB I mean Russian Mafia loose, to chew on the bones of the Russian People , but
European and American Cities. The Arms markets thrived .
When Israel realized leaders in Russia were also selling nuclear arms,
implementing a false flag operation , how many Russian nuclear weapons were they able
to obtain. Israel certainly has access to plenty of people in the middle east , that can be
passed off during a false flag operation, to get their hands on these weapons, with
Russian fissionable signatures in a post attack environment .
Years latter out of political expediency by our Admirals, Generals and
Politicians that screwed up a critical period during the cold war , that resulted in the
wholesale down sizing of our military, that my fellow marines and soldiers have paid an
un godly price. With no charges brought against any of these Officers , or politicians for
breech of duty.

Did Secretary Gates in his tell all book acknowledge his screw up, as the
Russians played one of the finest victories against the West and their cold War strategy.
The biggest Intelligence disinformation campaigns against the West as they derailed
missle defense, that gutted our military as a peace dividend because the United States
won the cold war. As the argument against a strong military for the sack of social
engineering policies continue to unfold with a hollowed out military continues. When the
military industrial complex comes calling during a national emergency do all you liberals
out their with children, think your kids are going to immune from a national draft., that
I’m against the recent
12/13/13 budget deal on the backs of our Veterans (8+5= 13 )
Multiple deployments on the backs of our reserves, because of what was
done to our military. While admirals, generals, and politicians quietly say nothing on the
blood and bones of our men women. Wouldn’t you liberals rather stand by a truly strong
defense and those willing to volunteer for it. Oh that’s right I forgot, liberal children, will
be protected during a national crisis , during a national draft, in time of emergency will
all get sponsored to become road scholars the way Bill Clinton did during Vietnam with
the help of Rockefeller.
The implications to our country that implemented the brack commission ,
that results in a more centralized military bases is advantageous to our enemies during a
first strike scenario how? As our admirals and generals and politicians that did this to our
nation go unscathed. However I have to give Gates credit for acknowledging that the
biggest threat to American families lies within 2 miles our our Nations Capitol and the
White House.
We now have Iran marching towards nuclear weapons with the help of
Russia and others. There is in fact a grand alliance easily proven between North Korea
and Iran , hidden in plain site ignored and screwed up by those in the United States yet
again.
For those of you playing a double game against Israel for profit , to help
Iran. Be it those of you in Europe, Russia, China, Saudi Arabia and Egypt . When Iran
detonates a nuclear weapon to kill off the Jews. What will Israel do in retaliation as
Muslims all over the world are celebrating, just a bunch of dead Jews. In whose Capitols
Cities, will Nuclear weapons to be used against in retaliation??
Mecca , Medina , Moscow, Beijing, Tehran and any other Capitols , that
the Israelis determines were even remotely helpful in the killing of their people, by
helping and empowering Iran, with your complicity for profit. . . Isn’t that what the world
did during world war 2
Does anyone seriously think Israel will turn the other cheek as everyone
plays , deaf and dumb at the UN. Does North Korea and their Grand Alliance with
Muslims really think that Israel will turn the other cheek. The West has been chasing
their tail in a game of ring around the mulberry bush, while the proof has been hidden in
plain sight , right in front of us the whole time.

The arrogance and stupidity of US leadership , involving the most
dangerous issue facing the human race. Iran with nuclear weapons , AMAZING. To
understand the proof hidden in plain sight we now have to dig deeper into the Muslim
brotherhood, and undeniable irrefutable evidence in North Korea and the Iranians.
If Iran is successful in detonation of nuclear weapons in Israel, with the
help of any number of European nations for profit. The United States Congress Senate
and White House had better be ready to explain why our Nation did not train the Israeli
Air force to fly onto and off US Aircraft Carriers in a joint operation or turn over to the
the Isreali Air force all the Harrier jump jets needed to expand covert operations against
Irans nuclear weapons program .
MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD: I would first like to thank, Erick
Stakelbeck and his book, The Brotherhood, required reading for anyone involved in
security operations of this nation.
One of world’s imminent cultural iconic symbols in the world are the
Pyramids of Egypt. ( Patience and planning ) Some of these pyramids are in alignment
with the constellation Orion.
Some have always speculated on how these Pyramids were ever built in
the first place. If there is an advanced alien race inside the constellation Orion that
previously visited or lived amongst the Egyptian people, or other developing cultures.
Would this advanced alien race by happy with what some in the Muslim world are doing
in their name? Surest sign of intelligent life in the Universe is that they haven’t come to
visit and made their presence known.
I don’t know how many times I tried to get the city of New York, the
Pentagon , The FBI to come to the table on what I’m about to say. I think that the
Inspector Generals office for Capitol Hill Police , NYPD and the New York Port
Authority , DOD and DOJ have a lot of explaining to the American People. Two of the
first people I originally went to on this was Captain Pickett now Inspector, and Detective
Zimmermann .
The only partial pass the Detective Zimmermann gets is the fact it’s not
his fault that when staffers and interns get calls they don’t like, they just do a blind
transfer to people that gruffly answer the phone THREAT ASSEMENT. Implying that
some how a citizen is making a threat, because someone does not like the political
implications of what someone is saying.
I don’t suppose that anyone at the Joint regional intelligence center, for the
FBI in Los Angeles or CT for the LAPD care to speak up on this. How about the State
Police in Maryland and your counter terrorism
A high value target list emerges all over the CONUS when you look at
before and after photos of Twin Towers, Everyone knows to pay attention and look at the
number 11 that emerges, recognizing other major attacks , 311 711 , 911 Room 211 but
fails to pay attention to other buildings with pyramids on them, some of which still
survive to this day, near Freedom Tower. The American People, our blue line , at grass
root level must put them selves in the shoes of western media in a post attack , when
people you care about are dead .
Cameras are on site reporting, our enemies have choreographed attacks in
anticipation of this moment and in the background our forefront on these attacks , do you
see pyramids , triangles or strategic numbers or dates .

How many other pyramids , triangles or Twin Towers , smaller in scale ,
exist in this country that I have not seen to report. Does the Blue Line even know what
I’m talking about ? Has DHS or the FBI put out an advisory to the blue line , what to look
for and what to report?
To the Southern Baptist convention and the burning of old wooden
southern churches. As you realize the precursor to the modern church steeple , where the
bell was stored and rung, was originally a pyramid structure. I have never been able to get
an accurate tally of before and after photos or been able to establish arson in relationship
to these various church burnings to establish accidents versus arson cases.
Was church leadership ever properly advised, by the American
Government, they should been by Captain, now Inspector Pickett , George Zimmermann
or the FBI, DHS etc. or one of the worst offenders of all Chief of police Capitol Hill
Terrance Gaynor , who gets away with covering stuff up, and gets a promotion to
sergeant of arms for the senate. I tried to get traction against Captain Pickett , Detective
Zimmerman, Chief Gaynor, Morse, Chief Reynolds, with their IG’s Office when Carl
Hecker was in charge complaint number 12162008-55 with Mark Beams. Gretchen Mar
and her staff Capitol police legal affairs has been a disgrace.
I recently spoke to Mike Bolton in charge of investigations and indicated
he needed to get Fay Ropella IG up to speed and Id have to check my notes to see if I had
previously spoken to mike Bolton or not and to get Chief Dine up to speed about the
corruption going on inside his department. Given heated arguments with the FBI and
other’s do you even know what I’m talking about. Are there insurgents in this country as
part of a 5th column movement burning your churches down , with the hope and
expectation of pitting the whites against African American Communities. ?
How quickly as a nation we have forgotten about pyramids built a top our
Former sentry western frontier forts. In plains of the great wild west. What has
supremacy of the state done to the majority of the Indian Nations.
The only person at CIA operations , that ever took the time to listen to me
about this pyramid triangle issue was a woman that ID herself as Eva ONeil. This is
despite the prior times we had argued with one another before she finally listened to what
I had to say. I guess just to get rid of me. We eventually kill Bin Laden , but nobody
properly expands in the Strategic Importance on the The Triangle on the ground outside
of his compound , that can only be appreciated by high altitude photographs.
This triangle is huge and can only be fully appreciated by high altitude
photographs, looking down from above. You could be standing in the middle of this thing
and not realize you are. What about the Pre 911 terrorist meeting in the Philippines and
the triangle on the roof of the hotel Villa, where a terrorist conference took place.
Why would those involved with CIA Operations not want me Speaking
with their Inspectors Generals Office. Why would people inside The DNI’s staff go
running to the CIA Operations regarding domestic security Issues. Furthermore why
would the CIA and those at Defense Intelligence reach out to the CEO of a private
American Corporation to intimidate and threaten a private citizen on US Soil, with
termination , eventually allowed to resign without prejudice., to cover up their crap.

Did Defense Intelligence have an inside contact at this private corporation,
to do their bidding. ( Tom Burke, Eric Meek and Paul Will and just who in homeland
security was hiding behind Tom Burke to do their bidding against a private citizen )
Why would a private citizen , with no official connection to the
Government ever feel compelled to even investigate a companies director of security in
the first place and subsequently during their hiring process , for emergency contact put
down the name of Secret Service agent adam sales salt lake city and FBI Bill Maytzic
Fort Washington PA. before he retired.
So that a member of active law enforcement at a private corporation could
call these men and get a heads up, in my continued fight against this country for whistle
blower status to the tune of billions, and justice for my Father. Justice for all my fellow
Marines and Soldiers and Muslims , killed or wounded in action for profit . While
Admirals and Generals are protected with the help of politicians.
In anticipation regarding all the harassing phone calls that a private
corporation would eventually receive by US Personnel , Federal State and local . In their
continued efforts , to cover up their crap by these agent’s, So that US Personnel could
get me fired again as they had previously been successful at in the past. When I recently
spoke to the man to whom I’m referring and let him know what I was up to. “ Bob if you
use my name in your document I will loose my Job
“ To Mr. Russell ( Owner ) I trust that you will get all the evidence that
Tom Burke was covering up to help Defense Intelligence., and DHS realizing how many
years Ive been fighting with Colonel Buck , Admiral Jacoby , Admiral Red, Admiral
Olson . Especially the CIA, DHS, DOD, DOE and FBI.
I am sorry that people you put in charge at your company felt that I was
threat to your companies brand, While your VP of Operations Jamie Steele indicated
what was about to happen to me again absolutely had nothing to do with Job Performance
that in fact Mr Russell your VP of Operations felt that I was one of your better drivers.
Mr. Russell let the record show that I do resent more than I can tell you ,
just how much I resent Tom Burke telling me how Im going to end up in Gitmo with
other detainees. At least I understand how things managed to go missing out of my truck,
While Jamie Steele your VP of Operations said nothing in objection, as Tom Burke did
the bidding for what Agencies, Federal , State and local. That went to Eric Meek and Paul
Will, that these agencies went to , to do their dirty work for. .
When American leadership in this country said Iran was active in Canada,
I was beginning to feel like I was a Canadian given all the time I spent in Canada. To the
Canadian people take pride in your RCMP, they always demonstrated a willingness and
ability to catch a curve ball , to include some of your border control agents.
I once had the occasion to say to a border control agent , that if the Prime
Minister of Canada didn’t already know what I was talking about, then somebody at
Manatoba didn’t do their Job. Further more that if the Prime Minister of Canada had
questions, about what I was briefing this agent on, then tell your Prime Minister to
personally speak to President Obama.
To the Prime Minister of Canada if you prefer , than call senior leadership
in Britain , for their Independent Confirmation of how long I have been on their security
radar operations of our nations. Occasionally I get little signal flags , that they are
tracking , what I’m saying and doing.

For some of you screwballs in positions of authority in my country,
regardless of the agency ask yourself this question , which a time line study of cell phone
calling card records will verify.
As the United states is getting our war time footing in place, how is it that
I called the British Embassy for military affairs , hit the alarm bell hard with anger and
desperation, only to subsequently learn of a British City 30000 strong get evacuated,
shortly there after, breathing a sigh of relief and none of you pompous arrogant
JACKASS’S KNOW WHAT I’M TALKING ABOUT.
To Mr. Russell take pride in the fact that I was active in Canada under
your companies private brand, when our nations needed it. I hope some day to personally
meet and shake hands with Mr. Regena of the RCMP, nick name grey eyes, a 7 foot tall
monster. One of my memories was watching newly minted troopers on Parade , with the
RCMP. To Mr Russell a debt of gratitude is owed to your director of security to which
the peoples of the United States and Canada may never fully understand, with the help of
SIOC at FBI Hdqs , it was nice to be able to call and automatically get transferred to the
United States embassy in Canada when I needed . .
Make no mistake ladies and gentlemen all those CIA agents killed by a
double agent would have never happened, if CIA operations had the slightest respect for
the public and willing to listen. Fog of War my BUTT. Intelligence was in the pipe line.
Just how many other Muslims have cried Jihad to martyr themselves on their birthdays.
And CIA had a birthday cake to celebrate a double agents birthday, CIA Operations gets
away with not giving their agents in harms way , information clearly available and
ignored, before they were killed, and get away with covering it up.
Muslims distract our country with talk of a Mosque at Ground Zero to
antagonize the families of Twin Towers , and with the help of Eric Holder Attorney
General of the United States and last minute maneuvering. He grants clearance to build a
mosque in Tennessee .
What is the iconic symbol on state highways all over the State of
Tennessee, a Triangle. Just how many mosques with golden dooms, have triangles on
them, in the United States and else were. ( patience and planning )
President Obama identifies himself with President Abraham Lincoln and
yet one of the largest triangles in this country , is in Springfield Illinois, hidden in plain
site, requiring a certain type of equipment to even see. Has the advanced detail for the
President finally caught up. With the assignation of Prime Minister Butto of Pakistan has
the Secret Service and State Police finally caught up with the importance of the letter V
on the hoods of police and ambulance vehicles , in a post attack environment, which her
ambulance in a post attack environment proves. Make no mistake ladies and gentlemen
the FBI and the NYPD as always gets away with covering , this up as well.
To the citizens of the great state of Arkansas and Tennessee where that
nice big pyramid is at, on the border before the bridge , before you enter Arkansas. Take
pride in one of state troopers , that had a nasty curve ball thrown at him one day and the
subsequently removal of Arkansas state police vehicles on the border with that nice big
distinctive V on the hoods of their vehicles. I cant readily recall the last time I saw a
Arkansas state police vehicle with that Distinctive V. So much of what are enemies plan
for , are in anticipation of the arrival of western media , as a force multiplier to the
original punch.

I have tried any number of times in the past to be able to brag about my
state police in Missouri, but I can’t . Not my job , someone else’s problem . Just put it in
writing. Care to comment to the nation Trooper Curtis and Sergeant Webb Troop D,
upon my second arrest and subsequent suspended imposition of charges, no public
record. Originally allowed to represent myself, then subsequently assigned a public
defender, without my prior knowledge, or consent to shut me up in open court .
So that ultimately someone could shut me up in open court . To Sergeant
Webb senior officer on scene , during my 2nd arrest at the end of my 2 year probation
term, care to comment on your total change of demeanor , as you started reading about
the character assignation your state police headquarter s was involved in against me,
witnessed and discussed with a civilian later.
To trooper Curtis as you witnessed phone calls to the Secret Service and
FBI as you hauled me off to sheriffs department, in Joplin Mo. with your permission. .
When was the last time you processed someone during an arrest only to have the FBI
from Oklahoma call to inquire what was going on. As I recall I told you to take custody
of information, at the Sheriffs Department before you left, what did you do with this
information , or did Captain Villanueva, Troop D tell you to cover this up as well, like
other information previously provided and ignored., To protect Captain Prine your former
Boss, Colonel’s Repogle and Stodelmeyer and others at MO State Police Headquarters.
What happened the last time people in this country were taxed without representation,
and routinely mistreated by those in authority.
What if anything does the above mentioned material, even remotely have
to do with the Muslim Brotherhood, sadly everything given what we are now going to
discuss regarding Texas and the continued misconduct of State Police Operations in
Massachusetts and Maryland. The left hand to this day does not properly communicate
with the Right Hand. . Would the governors in these states MD , MA care to comment to
governor Perry of Texas and other southern Governors who’s people were targeted for
attack of the West Nile Virus 2012 , just how long ago your people were briefed about
multiple pairs of Twin Towers in this country some with Pyramids on the Top of them.
In the case of Massachusetts, a member of your staff Governor. ( Patience
and planning ) First realize that Dallas has more Pyramids and triangles in this city, in
relationship to any other American City. Anyone inside security operations of this nation
that thinks this is a mere coincidence does not belong inside security operations of this
nation. To Governor Perry it’s not just the State Police in MD and Ma that failed to
communicate with you, but a detective in Dallas that is member of the JTTF , that works
with the FBI as well.
Dallas is the home of a former president President George W. Bush that
coined the term , global war on terror and just exactly how many people were targeted for
attack , and subsequently buried from the west Nile virus 2012. I’m the JACKASS? ,
Governor Perry if you recently played a role in the abrupt and unexpected resignation of
our Secretary of Homeland Secretary Janet Napalatono.
Governor Perry I congratulate you as she proclaims to the country on her
way out the door that Biological Warfare is our nations highest priority, day late and a
dollar short Janet , given the screwballs that are senior watch officers and a Inspector
General at DHS , that is not worth a tinkers dam, with blood of Americans on their
hands. .

If my friend at the Rangers Dino Henderson played a key role in getting
information, to you Governor Perry, that other Governors in this nation should have been
told about years ago, then maybe you could put a letter of commendation in Dino
Henderson IG office , Texas Rangers, in his personnel file.
Major Dwayne Dockery and others at the Rangers grossly failed you on
this issue Governor Perry . Regardless of other outstanding prior service to your state ,
to which I’m sure there is no dispute. The only thing that matters during an
unconventional war is what people do when they are thrown a curve ball. DHS, CT
Watch and NCTC.
To Janet Naplatano DHS don’t feel bad, the wholesale corruption inside
DHS in fact starts with Tom Ridge, and Michael Chertoff. You are only effective , if your
subordinates give you proper complete information to work with. DHS and Senior watch
officers have already proven by their actions, that some information they are not to be
entrusted with. Tom Ridge you had the occasion to go before the country involving
Interstate Transportation, and foreign nationals expelled, not allowed back in, etc.
Did said incident start in the State of Wyoming, the home state of then VP
Dick Cheney. As I recall, I’m driving team with a former MP out of Fort Hood, as we roll
through the Port of entry into Wyoming, as we leave , the fan belt brakes, we are head to ,
the Truck stop Little America for fuel anyway no big deal. Having fueled go in for a
receipt. I am then confronted with a sweet little old lady, madder then a wet hen, ready to
take someone’s head off, and proceeds to relate what had just happened.
That in fact a single group of 5 men had passed through her truck stop.
Only 2 of these men had authorized CDL’s and the rest didn’t. They paid for the use of 1
shower, that they all used. That in fact these men had cut a hole at the bottom of their
bunk, so that they could excrement all over the country. Had the opportunity to speak
with mechanics in their shop doing repairs, to qualify if this was a common normal event
that all Muslim’s were doing. These mechanics indicated, that in fact this was abnormal,
not customary, that in fact that majority of Muslims, were not creating a bio hazmat
hazard for mechanics to deal with during repairs.
Having left Little America in route to Cheyenne on the weekend, and
pondering what I should do, the trip meter, not odometer rolls over in my truck to 911
miles to my shock, On the weekend, not able to reach my air force contact to source this.
I’m confronted with the decision of waiting on this or call DHS, realizing how I was
going to get mistreated, because I’m that guy that keeps trying expose things regarding
Twin Towers not disclosed to the public, as previously demonstrated by DHS, and any
number of other agencies. But I also realized that time my not by on our side, so I
reluctantly grabbed the Bull by the horns and not so gently put by boot up the back side
of DHS , regarding this Truck, the men in it and any or all others like them in the
country. To in fact run this truck to ground, and find out what is going on.
To the current Secretary of Homeland Security, and confirmed by the
Congress and the Senate realize that the Skunk Bastards that failed Janet in the first place,
still have their jobs and need to be dealt with. Some of which are senior watch officers,
their Inspectors general office, that is not worth spit, and people that work the fusion
center. The people assigned to science and technology division are going to lucky to stay
out of jail, as well!!!!

Obviously from a sheer business point, anyone with 3rd party objectivity
can realize why it would be to Russia’s advantage to arrange nuclear expansion in the
Middle East, to make money. Which goes along towards explaining why China, Russia
and other would give Israel the finger. As Israel continues continues to cry for help from
the world at large as Iran marches towards nuclear weapons . Change the label , change
the brand. Medical, Energy requirements , research my butt.
Everyone all over the world have been running around the mulberry bush,
when the evidence between Iran and North Korea , the whole time, in plain. Triangles
and pyramids the iconic culture in Egypt , and members of the Muslim Brotherhood. A
former nuclear reactor in North Korea, has a containment, and cooling process for the
rods etc. All of this is then surrounded by a nice big containment wall, in an effort to
minimize fall out, if there is meltdown to the core reactor.
Why would the North Korea at one of their former reactors have
alternating upside down triangles , alternating in a 360 diameter about 15 , 20 feet above
the ground. Sometimes the simplest answers to a complex issue, are right in front of us.
JUST EXACTLY WHAT ROLE DID BILL CLINTON PLAY IN GIVING NORTH
KOREA, NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY IN THE FIRST, so that Russia, Pakistan, China
and others could eventually profit from a nuclear arms race in the middle east.
(PATIENCE AND PLANNING )
That’s a hell of legacy you left behind Bill , as the world marches towards
mutual , assured , destruction for profit and religious zealotry on the part of the Iranian’s
. Must be comforting to realize that the Liberal Media at large will continue to cover stuff
up to protect you and Hillary, Not to mention more than a few scum bag politicians and
political operatives.
I don’t get to watch a lot of TV, but my eyes and ears are always on the
ground listening, and watching. When I deem needed , I jump up, pop a red flare for
those that are willing to listen, and move on and get ready for the next issue or problem.
Without a gun badge or title has been a real challenge, had no idea what I was getting
myself into years ago. To the American People , I can only say that I will continue to
follow my heart, trust my instincts and pray. For those of you that don’t like what I just
said please take a small step , off a tall building and don’t let the ground , hit you in the
butt.
OPERATION NEPTUNE TRIDENT TO THE POWER OF 103
I want the American people to realize that our country and the world at
large is on edge of one of the greatest periods of expansion to freedom , and economic
prosperity , reaching and exceeding , prior economic periods of expansion after world
war 2. Contrary, to the social engineers at he UN and certain US circles trying to destroy
our country from within. We are in an exciting period of American History. Our combats
vets since the first invasion to free Kuwait, will play a pivotal role in this process , just
like their Grandparents did after world war 2. These Veterans will blaze a trail in a
process , that others all over the world , will learn to follow. The first spearhead of the
Trident is pretty simple to say but probably the most difficult to achieve , given the extent
to which American Corporations own and control politicians in their back pocket, to be
used against average American families or other families in developing nations. A flat or
consumption based tax, getting rid of the tax code.

Tom Coburn continues to expose how the US Government continues to
engage in fraud and waste policies against the American tax payer. The wholesale
reduplication of time and money to further cement a policy the enforces supremacy of the
state, so that someone is dependent on the government for a job, and dependency on the
state. OUR FAMILIES WONDER WHY WE ARE GETTING FLUSHED DOWN THE
TOILET?
Putting incentives in place, for all this money overseas to come home, to be
invested here, in our combat vets in their efforts to chart their destinies. . Novel concept ,
how about investing in that Combat Veteran, don’t hide behind the SBA, or taxing
corporate profits overseas, designed to support an over bloated US Government.
Everyone from Our First Lady, Hollywood efforts , we got your 6. etc, claims we care
about, and appreciate your service? When in realty the only thing this country has ever
cared about or place a value on is what we pay for. Spear head a movement , for these
veterans to start and own their own companies. Regardless of where THEIR individual,
dreams and aspirations take them. To chart their own course, without limitations.
Was it not Hillary Clinton in a sound bite, that summarized international
diplomatic policy in 3 words. Talk , Destroy, Rebuild. That only after multiple tours
assuming marines, soldiers and others survive in the first place will this nation then
consider, if they will be hired as a contractor to then make 3 to 4 times , what our nation
paid them for active service as a grunt or soldier, during the rebuild process. If our nation
is not willing to deal with the profit incentive for war in the first place, are we not as a
nation subsequently condemning our next generation of children. The children of those
wounded warriors?
When two Constitutional professors Bill Clinton and President Obama can
have the detrimental impact on our families , the way they have. Then its only through
the Constitution that lasting corrective actions can be taken.
This means full embrace and implementation of Mark Levin’s book
Liberty Amendments. To the 60% of the American People that don’t vote anymore. You
are playing into our enemies hands, being over taxed and dependent on the state. Your
disenfranchisement only makes it easier, for power broker’s , to continue to screw with
and flush our families down the toilet. Our founding fathers anticipated , what is currently
unfolding in our nation, and it is through the constitution and your involvement that
things can be corrected. These power brokers and politicians want you to believe that
one person can not make a difference.
Well let the record show what an American truck driver stuck behind the
wheel on the road , with the help of some libarians, a phone and pen can do. To a hand
few of personnel, Federal, State, and local that I continue to work with to this day, a debt
of gratitude is owed to you , that this nation will never fully understand. To those of you
with cold indifference and a not my job mentality , that have abused your authority.
Amazing what duty Rosters , Cell Phone activity, phone recordings and Computer
systems can show to American Families with 3rd party objectivity will reveal. After some
people federal, State and local go to jail and made examples of, maybe the rest of you
will pull your heads out of the sand. Especially those of you on the hill at our nations
capital.

Spearhead number 2 of trident is a little bit more complicated , from the
first spearhead, that has complex layering to it. Years ago when I was younger I had the
opportunity to learn and study from an entrepreneurial expert master, that through the
course of his life had owned and achieved multiple successful businesses as he eventually
went public , how he had achieved , what he accomplished. In business language,
transferable techniques just as applicable today as in the past, accelerating, my learning
curve, and eagerly applied myself.
Put together my business plan, starting hunting for venture capitol and
eventually secured a letter of intent for funding for 2 million dollars, only to have the
whole process blow up in my face, because I didn’t have 10,000 dollars required as a
processing fee, that I did not see coming. My failure in this process will be the success of
our veterans in the long run.
To our veterans and widows of the men killed on the battlefield, looking to
put their lives back together, you will be successful , where I failed. To the Veterans out
there that only know how to play checkers , chart your course and own your destinies,
with truly the gratitude of a grateful nation.
To those NCO’s and Officers that play an advanced expert game of chess
or backgammon or other strategic games . The strategic games of our enemies, trying to
destroy our nation. What if we take these same business documents that you will
eventually have and get them translated into the common business languages in the
Middle East , Russia, China, Africa or South America. Wouldn’t that NCO or Officer in
Afghanistan or Iraq fight of die for his personal dream and aspirations . Don’t truck
drivers or military personnel the world over , have the same personal dreams and
aspirations, as or families in America ?
To these NCO’s and Officers that play an advanced game of chess, we
only have look at a movie called INSIDE JOB directed my Charles Ferguson , narrated
by Matt Damon . The global economic crisis of 2008, that cost tens of millions of people
, their savings, their jobs and their homes . When someone is intentionally over inflating
the Wall Street bubble again, October 10 2013 and American families get tired of getting
hurt by politicians and wall street banks , will you have your business plan ready to put
their capital to work? Though politics and religion may divide, will business unite?
In the course of any battle field operation any experienced officer or nco
understands the value of forward momentum and timing. Haven’t politicians previously
acknowledged that small business generates the jobs in the United States. Pope Francis
recently had a gathering of people from the UN. Time magazine 9th of may railing against
“ an economy of exclusion” Pope Francis called for s state lead global initiative to close
the widening gap between rich and poor through redistribution” Pope Francis quote “
Specifically this involves challenging all forms of injustices and resisting the economy
of exclusion, the throw away culture and the culture of death which, now a days sadly
risk becoming passively accepted “ The comments were in keeping with popes previous
critiques of income equality at the world economic forum in January and a private March
meeting with US President Barak Obama.
5/11/14 POPE FRANCIS THEN ORDAINS 13 NEW PRIEST’S

Recognize the wealthy want their capital protected, diversified and a
return on investment. You will be given the tools, get ready with your business plans to
chart your course and pursue your dreams.
President Obama introduces a grand Bargain reducing taxes from 35% to
28% to try and create A NEW JOB Program and on 8/16/13 talks about phasing out of
Phannie Mae and Freddie Mac and the Republicans don’t use this as a negotiation
leverage opportunity.
I may not be a Democrat , that want supremacy of the state and
dependency that it brings . Rather I am a Republican ( INDEPENDENT ) and I may
have never spent any time on Capital Hill or the White House , but when a President rolls
out an opportunity for the Republicans to pounce on, and they don’t . Then logically I
have to ask myself what special Interest’s own the RNC.
The Republicans and conservatives have been chasing their tails around
the mulberry regarding illegal immigration and have yet to hit the nail on the head as to
why all these people especially in South America are flocking to the United States in the
first place, CORRUPTION.
If we as nation are objective in solving a problem not exacerbating the
situation, then we have to admit that all these people are here regardless of nationality
care about their countries. But because of corruption in their nations ,they feel compelled
to leave their native lands. If a Muslim is willing to pour gas on, and torch himself,
because of shake down artist’s in his country, what does that say about the sacrifices
other people will take to achieve their dreams.
Why should the United States continue to support foreign capitols , or the
UN, The IMF etc that continue to proclaim that the United States is the Arm Pit of the
world , as any of number of nations shake the American People down utilizing the Arafat
Model. Rather than flushing money down the toilet at the UN continuously, what about
by passing the UN and engaging in micro credit at a grass routes level with NGO
organizations at a local level, investing in local families directly , so they don’t have to
flee their countries to try and feed their families.
The United States invested millions into the Palestinian People,, that
Arafat kept for himself. that was supposed to be invested for the Palestinian people, to
help them live a better life. Yet when he died everyone was fighting over his estate,
trying to find all the money, and yet the United States is continuously, portrayed as the
great Satin and the Arm Pit of the world, so the middle Eastern Leadership can distract
their people.
To those of you in Mexico and South America that only look at your
people as some sort of export commodity , for profit to the United States. I’m fairly
certain that we can find some congressmen and senators sick and tired of having our
families killed, executed or kidnapped ,along the border, or the Interior.
For me the last straw, was that marine and his family recently taken from
their property at gun point, because cartels wanted their land. Utilizing the commerce
clause of our US Constitution , we will eventually pass legislation requiring that any use
of Western Union or other money transfer systems back into your countries require proof
of US citizenship. That anyone aiding in this fund transfer process illegally, will be
subject to fines and jail.

Truck Drivers in this nation , have first hand knowledge as to how
american corporations are mistreating illegal migrants for profit in this country, because
we have seen , what some of these people go through in the agriculture centers of this
nation, to various meat packing plants or lumper services all over this country. People
just trying to get away, from corruption in their native lands, so they can feed their
families. Only to get chewed up and spit out for profit here in the United States , and used
as some sort of political pawns by the unions and politicians on both sides of the aisle.
To various leaders in South America your people are not an export
commodity as part of a 5th column movement to destroy American Sovereignty with the
help of the cartels, or the UN. Do you really think you can continue to export your
murderers, Rapist’s and your drunks, to continue to kill our people and our republic will
continue to subsidize your crap? Refusing to take these people back into your own jails.
Talk about killing the golden goose. Keep laughing!! How many pyramids were at Nazi
Concentration Camps and what element inside the Catholic Church played a role in
evacuating the SS and other Nazi’s into South America. ( Patience and planning )
Citgo’s corporate logo a red pyramid and the resulting revenue stream to
Venezuela , that Iran and other enemies that are trying to destroy our nation are involved
with. Pre 911 Twin Towers, a terrorist summit is held in the Philippines and triangle is on
the villa where the conference is held. As early as 1939 before world war 2 just exactly
what was the role of Hitler in relationship with the Muslim brotherhood. (collective
memory of a 30 second timer )
During an election process at a strategic American Border Town on the
Mexican Border, a local politician has campaign posters of an American Cowboy on one
hand and other posters that look like Lenin . Patience and planning, that think the US
Treasury is some sort of charity relief program to subsidize and support corruption in
South America, and American politicians in strategic positions on both sides of the aisle ,
expediting the process , helping to destroy American families.
The 3rd and final spearhead of the trident, is energy that fuels a thriving
expanding economy. Yet again facing an uphill battle because of American Corporation’s
that own and control the Politicians in their back pockets. Fully 4 years before Twin
Towers, Bill Clintons secretary of energy , DOD and NASA, as well as the Air force
learned about a patent , that stops our nations dependency of foreign oil, What is the back
story regarding the Hybrid Automobile. This dependency in some cases directly or
indirectly funds terrorism all over the world and brain washing efforts of Muslim
children. How many more times are we going to pick up the News Paper regarding dead
Americans. Only to learn latter that people involved, were from Saudi Arabia, or
connected to the Muslim Brotherhood?
This information and technology was buried and covered up so a nation
could make money and go to war for profit. Routinely ignored and covered up by the
FBI, trying to say its just a civil matter , that a nation used as an excuse to go to war to
kill Muslims for profit, not to mention dead marines and soldiers along the way. Don’t
the wounded warriors, or the gold star families realize that if OPEC nations had been
told that we were going to kill their cash cow , and deploy a pure electric car that will
drive across the country and back as well or better than any gasoline engine, take the
gasoline engine out, cut the cord you don’t have to plug it in, they would have gone after
their radicals for fear of losing their revenue.

Doesn’t seem strange that when the Japanese learned about my Father’s
technology , watering his technology down to the point that you end up with the Hybrid
automobile. They can give us a gasoline/ electric automobile. But refuse to this day to
give a legitimate electric automobile that will drive across the country and back and don’t
plug it in. I’ve been trying to get whistle blower status to the tune of billions for years,
not to mention a Manhattan Project for our generation for 10 years.
The IG”S for Department of Energy, DOD, DNI , has known about this
situation, and whole sale fraud and waste to the American Tax payer only to be ignored
and covered up. Why give me whistle blower status to the tune of billions, or implement
the technology I am referring about, when you can throw a minority family under the bus
and keep moving, and kill people for profit, and population control.
If a father’s son gets up off the ground and fight’s back. Then I will be
harassed , so that I will loose jobs. Arrested twice class A misdemeanor communication
harassment . Written up in reports that I ran from the cops Springfield PD. Officer
Burgess. Have people say I am Bipolar, schizophrenic, or asked have you taken you meds
today? Governor Nixon for the state of MO, had a minor working on his staff in efforts
for help. Only to be written up and implied by a mo State Investigator that I was some
sort of sexual deviant, harassing a minor on a governors staff.
The Canadians were going to throw my out of there country, as I
attempted entry one day on business because of what MO state police put on police data
bases. FBI agents all over the country involving multiple division that routinely violate a
Supreme Court Decision Brady vs. Maryland. With liberty and justice for who???
The US Constitution only works if you have money to pay for it. I don’t
know how many times I have argued with my Father, that implementation of his
technology has nothing to do with him being Puerto Rican, or because he is a minority .
When a white FBI agent says I have no legal standing on this matter, because I was not
raised or grew up with my Father, because my mother was white, as a victim of parental
kidnapping as a child. .
I also have spent 3 hours on the phone one day with the director of
security at the UAW , for MR. Gettlefinger, long before the city of Detroit recently filled
for bankruptcy. Let me get this straight , our nation in the course of world war 2 can roll
out and deploy a nuclear bomb in about 4 years, during the Manhattan project, but
continuously refuse to roll out yet another Manhattan project , more than 16 years latter
to kill our nations dependency on foreign oil. Perpetuating a cycle of violence for profit
and ideology.
You mean the government won’t get all that tax revenue from oil and our
families in the United States or Europe would not have gasoline bills. I guess it is easier
for politicians to screw over our families, then bite the hand of their corporate paymasters
or special interests.
Am I to take satisfaction in a consolation prize along the way, if you can
even call it that. The Astronauts is this country, realize that contractors run NASA.
Many years ago, a contractor tried to engage in the theft of intellectually property that
belonged to my Father, he would not play ball.
OSI and others at the Air Force cover all this up in my fight for justice. A
General in the Air Force knew about all this, ignored and covered it up , and in the
process my Father was abruptly thrown out on the street.

Even if it was subsequently years latter by President Obama , when more
than 8000 employees were put out on the street. To those employees at NASA , how’s it
feel, because that is exactly what a contractor abruptly did to my father one day .
The UAW, NASA, DOE and DOD were given the opportunity years ago
to implement my fathers technology and subsequently proclaimed national hero’s inside
their respective agency’s years ago by American Families. The best any of these agency’s
continue is continue to lie and cover up what I’ve saying., hardly a civil matter, as the
FBI is fond of saying to cover up their culpability in this process. As recently as March
2014 the FBI maintains to protect their agents and the DOIJ ,anything I have to say is
open source , common knowledge, within the FBI, to point of Irrelevance and said a US
attorney says there is no case.
Not bothering to explain the basis of the case or the US Attorney
involved. That all I want to do is bitch and complain. American families wonder why
their families continue to get killed and destroyed, the over reliance of senior agents on
their intelligence analysts, that are busy , is a travesty. Not to mention CORRUPTION.
A famous bond agent once said, the US Constriction only works , when you have money
to pay for it. COINCIDENCE IS THE LAST REFUGE OF THE ININSPIRED, THE
UNIFORMNED. FOR PEOPLE THAT LACK INITATIVE OF LEADERSHIP.
Maybe there is a Manhattan project going on and a grand strategy is in
play, that I don’t understand, by our government, but if we have not rolled this out 16
years latter, during the course of the Bush or Obama administration’s then what?
There is a woman in this country that is owed a debt or gratitude . This
woman is Madeline Albright former Secretary of State , because she was the woman to
break ranks and see that her ARB and attacks on embassy’s were public.
This leadership by example was subsequently followed by Hillary
Clinton, that she is to be given credit for. What has been disclosed to the Public
regarding Ben Ghazi has been a white wash to date , to protect people. Not only on
Capitol Hill, The White House, but the State Department as well. According To the IG’S
office at the state department, how many billions of dollars disappeared into companies
that supported her tenure as Secretary of State?
But Hillary Clinton did reveal something of geo strategic importance
affecting leadership here in the United States and future generations all over the world to
follow, that our politicians and military leadership would quietly love to ignore. When
she was getting questioned by Senator Paul, the genie got out of the bottle. As she got
cornered she referenced Ambassador Pickering and Admiral Mullen to deflect. “
“”Specifically highlighted the reason why this is complicated, because
under federal statutes and regulations unsatisfactory leadership is not grounds for finding
breach of duty. The ARB did not find these 4 individuals breech their duty. So I have
submitted legislation to this committee to the Congress to fix this problem, so future
ARB”S will not have to face this situation again”
UNSATISFACTORY LEADERSHIP IS NOT GROUNDS FOR
FINDING BREACH OF DUTY. ???? We need a law for this? This gives our country
direct insight of a thought process of a former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. If it
takes a law to correct, then just exactly what are these statutes that senior military officers
and nco’s inside the Chairman’s office are hiding behind in the first place.

The hell that my fellow marines and soldier’s have been put by these
officers and nco’s is a travesty to American History. I am curious General Dempsey
when did you put your recommendations through to the committee that Hillary Clinton
gave testimony to, or have you even bothered, so you can protect your fellow Generals
and officers starting at the Pentagon and West Point and their recent BS, with the help
of your friends at CIA, and DOD.
What happened to members of the 3rd Ranger Battalion 10/16/13 involving
a suicide vest, yet again would have been avoided , had active military officers at West
Point in charge of teaching our cadets, stood behind the core values, that they expect of
the cadets, that they are in charge of. These officers will be fully profiled to American
People and is a direct indictment on you General Dempsey. You are not the first
Chairman I have dealt with, and you won’t be the last. .
Furthermore General Dempsey as you sort out what I am talking about ,
dig into what has been covered up at Fort Bragg, going all the way back, to when General
Lloyd Austin was in charge, currently on the staff of the Vice Chiefs. and yet again more
recently. Does anyone else in this country find it curious , that when Fort Bragg is taken
on alert, involving more than 10,000 people , leaves are cancelled.
Something that I am responsible for triggering as a perceived threat to
their base. No authorities Federal , State or local, especially the DOD bother to speak
with me? Instead use it as an opportunity to confront the President of my former
Company, to get me fired, indirectly again, to cover up their crap again.
In all due respect General Dempsey , tell your scumbags at CID and
DCIS, and other commands to leave me alone because they have blood on their hands, of
your people., and American Citizens
Dave Lamblin, Mr Littleton, Mr Seaman at Fort Bragg you have a lot of
explaining g to do, especially to the families of the 3rd ranger battalion, as well as other
families killed by suicide vests. There is a reason why duty rosters are kept, especially at
West Point, so that DOD personnel and their actions and misconduct are easily traced
down, and all involved are held accountable.
We all waited , with anticipation, the movie Act of Valor involving our
Navy Seals and left the movies with pride. However as I left the movies that night, I was
also in total alarm. Called my friend in the Secret Service, to clarify if we had the
technology to detect a suicide vest, in anticipation of New Years Eve, the 2nd
Inauguration of President Obama, and the Army Navy Game. The ability to look at a
crowd and know that, that person in the middle of those people , in the Purple Coat has a
suicide vest on, and more importantly is not an undercover agent wearing body armor.
Technology covered up , by the Department of Home Land Security that
someone was trying to get integrated into our Airports, when x ray machines were rolled
out in our airports, and who had the inside track for these lucrative contracts, and could
afford to pay for access. What roll, if any did the Chertoff Group play in this process. Did
George Sorros make, any money from these x ray machines, and with the help of who?
Lets not forget reporters all over the United States were trying to get the
public mobilized against these xray machines, because reporters felt it was an invasion of
privacy. When a leading reporter was upset about this, I recognized freedom of the press.
Rather than called the executive offices of Ruppert Murdock , Fox News Headquarters.

Got one of their security people up to speed on information they didn’t
have and why these xray machines were critical to national security. Can our nation
afford to deploy these devices at other federal, state, or other strategic leadership centers.
Our nation has to hit these officers, nco’s and all federal agents , where
they live. The promotion board process and leadership training centers, Starting with the
next chairman of the joint chiefs of staff, that is currently a senior at one of our military
academies.
In the world of commodities , options, and international currency trading
is the bible for traders and money management of a portfolio. The cross over utilization
into the military, business management, and our nations political process is completely
off any grid charts and cross over implementation into these institutions can not be
calculated. The book “”WHAT I LEARNED LOSING A MILLION DOLLARS””
Authors Jim Paul and Brendan Moynihan ISBN 0963579495
Tell these cadets and the officers that are getting promoted at various
points in their careers to read , reread and write papers about prior military operations
and resulting success , or failures., in relationship to this book. Is it really to much to
expect that any President or Senators or Congressman be expected to do the same thing
for future generations, given the impact that these politicians have on the on the lives of
millions.
I learned a long time ago that you can only suggest, something to a
President to read , so that a President can independently reach their own conclusions
.Amazing how her majesty the queen of England was decades ahead of future world
leaders , when she first used the term RESOLUTE 1983 in a statement and the potential
conflict regarding world war 3. When leaders all over the world copy cat Nicholas Cage
, National Treasure and repeatedly use the term RESOLUTE in their comments or
speech’s, then I guess I’m in good territory.
From the US Constitution “ WHEN A LONG TRAIN OF ABUSE AND
USURPATIONS, PURSUING INVARIBLY THE SAME OBJECT EVINCES A
DESIGN TO REDUCE THEM UNDER ABSOLUTE DESPOTISM, IT IS THEIR
RIGHT, IT IS THEIR DUTY, TO THROW OFF SUCH GOVERNMENT, AND TO
PROVIDE NEW GUARDS FOR THEIR FUTURE SECURITY. “ To all the people that
speak on behalf of congressman and senators all over Capitol Hill. What happened the
last time in this country people have been taxed to death, without representation. Make no
mistake ladies and gentlemen absolutely none of my Congress or Senators in Missouri
have helped me in the slightest, OR OTHER POLITICIANS, ALL OVER THE
COUNTRY.
I recently spoke with a member of the staff of Heith Jenke FBI Kansas
City Missouri, Public Corruption and Civil Rights. Amongst other things discussed as I
continue to try and get traction and justice etc. A law abiding citizen that is continuously
mistreated by people, that I am supposed to turn to , and depend on. A wholesale
conspiracy of silence and ignorance and routinely ignored by the Department of Injustice
and other strategic command centers with blood on their hands for profit.
FOOL US ONCE SHAME ON ME , FOOL US TWICE SHAME ON
YOU. RISE AND RISE AGAIN UNTIL SHEEP BECOME LIONS. ACT LIKE A
SHEEP AND GET TREATED LIKE ONE.

Reminiscent of the past, the good old boy network inside security
operations of this nation strikes again. Years ago, when I first started doing this I would
say to people, that there was a top shelf security executive in the this country could put
someone on my bumper anytime they wanted.
Shortly there after issued a ticket in Texas by a ranger, for not wearing a
seat belt! (100.00) My trainer at the time was a former MP out of Fort Hood, that can
verify , in fact I was wearing a seat belt.
Shortly after that I get into a knock down drag out argument with Feron
Paramore, ( Supervisor ) at headquarters United States Secret service. A hatchet man for
director Sullivan, that merely claimed anything I have to say is out of his lane. Secret
Service agents that routinely brag, how they are not part of homeland security.
Subsequently after this, I get a ticket in California for being out of my
lane, with everyone at the secret service refusing to come to the table on this and Identify
the civilian in the automobile with the CHP.
Threatened with arrest by a member of the USAF, active law enforcement
Springfield MO. Last name Curtis ( 1st time ) Whitman Air force Base. During the
processing of my 2nd arrest by MO state police , yet again last name Curtis ( 2nd time )
troop D in Joplin MO.
I submit an early draft of this document , to the secret service, who in turn
at my request send it to the FBI and Homeland Security Investigations in New Orleans.
What happened next is classic harassment I’ve had to endure in my continued fight for
justice.
I’m subsequently vectored to a 13 mile strip of road notorious for the
targeting of interstate transportation in New Mexico. US54 also known as Patriot
Highway involving Mile Marker 103. Threatened with arrest by yet another officer last
name Curtis for the 3rd time, yet again associated with the USAF. Threatened with arrest
because I want to put his badge number 88 on the paperwork. That New Mexico
authorities allow him to hide from the public.
I’ll give Lt Hamilton credit for acknowledging , that in a state with as
many minorities that new Mexico has, maybe they need to reconsider the use of this
badge number 88. As I said to Lt Hamilton will a review of officer Curtis and his ticket
book show he is not targeting Interstate Transportation. You would have to see and drive
this 13 mile strip of road to understand what I am talking about. I also went over with
him what employees of the contractor on this road project had told me about.
Was it not a former governor and secretary of energy, from the state of
New Mexico during the Clinton Administration that spoke to my father? Regarding his
technology in the first place before this nation was taken to war for profit. Common sense
and 3rd party objectivity says that if Opec had been told during the Clinton, Bush, or
Obama Administrations. Our country was going to deploy a pure electric automobile that
cuts the cord, gets rid of the gasoline engine altogether. Drive across the country and
back, no more gasoline bills. Opec would have to reform whats going on in their
madrasas , that brain washes, their kids and go after their radicals for fear of losing their
revenue. Because we didn’t, and they won’t, the cycle of violence for profit and greed
continues all over the world.

I’ll give someone, somewhere a sense of humor even if its been at my
expense. Almost immediately after New Mexico and the BS there, it yet again classic.
Realizing what I quoted earlier . The power of the wolf is the pack, and the power of the
pack is the wolf. I’m subsequently sent to Bellevue to haul a load of lamb and rice
formula, with one of the most spectacular pictures of a wolf ( Timber or Grey )
Next CTI marketing, CTI as part of my email address, realizing what CTI
stands for and means to me for the last 10 years. When does a seemingly random event
become something else ! ( Patience and Planning )
For all those that say all I want to do is bitch and complain, starting with
Tony Orefice FBI in Oklahoma city, lets first recognize I never wanted to know what is
good about security operation, rather weakness’ and liabilities after more than 3000
people get killed on US soil and the FBI gets away with telling the 911 commission, well
golly gee , we wrote a memo, are you kidding me???
However in fairness I would like to recognize a member of the staff of a
secretary of the Air force, Nora Zeba for the FAA at JFK Airport for security and hazmat
. as well a SGT Major and a member of the EOC at Fort Hood, before any recent
headlines on their bases.
A time line study of events will show engines falling off airplanes, pieces
of cabins popping off during flight operations. The public getting traumatized as the FAA
acknowledge, there were men in the world that have certificates to work on Airplanes not
authorized to have them. The Airline industry utilizes off shore , facilities to work on
Airplanes and the possibility of foreign nationals with evil in their heart versus a foreign
national working planes that just wants a job to feed his family, and is qualified to do it.
The very airplanes that will come into contact with DOD personnel going
down range or coming home. Make no mistake ladies and gentlemen I put my
considerable boot up the back side at the Secretary of the Air force and made it very
clear. I had better not lose one plane of DOD personnel and these planes had better go
through a preflight inspection no better or worse, than what Air force One gets.
Furthermore that if I loose one plane with DOD personnel because of tampering at these
off shore facilities, you are not going to like me.
The person on the staff at the Secretary of the Air Force countered with
idea of putting these planes through Robbins Air force base, before these planes come in
contact with DOD personnel. How to identify friend or Foe at these off shore facilities
working on airplanes, with evil in their hearts is restricted information, but was recorded
at the EOC, Fort Hood and discussed with Nora Zeba JFK.
On yet another note of appreciation I’D like to recognize Captain Paul
Minze , Department of Public Safety, Missouri Capitol Police and Rhonda at MAIC.
People that once upon a time I could address any or all of my concerns with, before the
lies and cover up started no fault of theirs. . The left hand still does not talk to the right
hand in country, the way security operations is supposed to do. The last 13 years , has
taught me to double and triple source information, or events.
Yet another time line study involved will show, when a terrorist gets into
a interview with ABC news bragging about, how they are going to kill 100 thousand
Americans with Anthrax, because of all the tunnels on the border. I heard this with alarm
with everyone else.

Make no mistake ladies and gentlemen if our enemies ever figure out
what I discussed with Captain Minze, a friend even if I’m not allowed to speak to him the
future, to hit the alarm bell. It is not 100 thousand dead Americans , rather times 10 .
Automatically taking out strategic cities, state capitols, military bases and other
leadership centers at will.
If terrorists expanded their thought process , with coordination of dirty
bombs and the Carnegie, can’t be measured. Granted unconventional methods in a
unconventional war. What has failure of Imagination, Failure to anticipate, Failure to
communicate and APATHY, done to American families because of security operations
in this nation, and I am the JACK ASS. While Governor Nixon, Blunt, MC Kasill , and
other authorities Federal, State and local authorities get away with not communicating
with other State Capitols or the Nation. How about you Captain John Wheeler or your
Boss, Sherriff Greg White Cole County Jefferson City Mo, must be nice to be get away
with what have been covering up. OH THAT RIGHT , I FORGOT, ITS NOT YOUR
JOB, SOMEONE ELSE’S PROBLEM. DUCK, RUN, HIDE.
Failure of Imagination, Failure to anticipate, Failure to communicate and
APATHY. As the death cycle continues around the number 13, as recently demonstrated
by a skin head in Kansas City Kansas. That goes on a shooting rampage commencing at
1300, resulting in the death of 3 and yet another community traumatized. This is
reminiscent of congressman Gabby Gifford and a little girl shot in the head standing next
to her and the resulting headlines on yet again September 11 (911) .
311,711,911, room 211 811 . in relationship to Malaysian Air and the
number 13. . Or the Ferry report that for 13 months prior to the recent headlines , that
killed all those high schools students, from South Korea was routinely over loaded,
before its recent sinking. Did the Congresswoman ignore intelligence I was trying to
push, was she even told.
The FBI is fond of saying, anything I say is common knowledge, open
source to the point of irrelevance. Recognizing that I didn’t have the exact name of the
shooter in advance, that shot that little girl standing next to Gabby Gifford, So that
anything I say does not matter. The best weapon of the FBI and DOJ ( Department of
Injustice ) and other agencies is delay and ignore. As I said to an FBI agent recently.
When FBI agents start going to jail, lets hope you are not of them.
International flight 1225 departs Mexico and is forced to an emergency
landing in Abilene Texas with 130 people on board, zero has no value. ( depressurization)
Grand View triangle shootings occurring in Missouri. The events in Nevada involving
Bundy the rancher. Greta Van Susteran in an interview with a lady , initially 130 cattle
missing and how many vehicles from the Bureau of land management were coming
down out of the hills.? (Pull the film footage ) A prized Bull shot 5 times.
By all reports 85 % of the land in Nevada is controlled by the Federal
Government (8+5 = 13) and 67% of the 85 % of the land is controlled by the Bureau of
land management. ( 6 + 7 = 13 yet again ) Harry Reeds sock puppets in this process
wanted and engineered this conflict, towards what end, to benefit what special interest’s ?
To Colonel Ernest Garcia, Kansas State Police. Your state troopers to date
have shown professionalism I have learned to expect, from some. Trooper Thompson
Troop C and Trooper Winter PAO Headquarters.

I tried to get information to you and Governor Brownback. Governor
Brownback, the death cycle that continues to evolve around the number 13 has been in
the pipe line , before what happened in your state. To include Robin Schubert and her
boss Mike Hasty Department of Public Safety Gladstone MO. President of of Missouri
Police Chiefs Association, that knows how I have been mistreated by officials in
Missouri, yet to ever acknowledge or return my call and crys for help. Let alone ever
acknowledge a Red file sent to him, UPS, before what happened in your state of Kansas.
Furthermore Governor Brownback what has Chuck Canterbury for the
National Association for the FOP done in the overall process as well. He has contacts all
over te United States. Not to mention Jack Rinchik for the National Police Chiefs
Association , I’ve been trying to get traction with him going back to when he was in
charge of security at West Virginia University. Haven’t heard from him either, and all of
his contacts either.
More evidence you say, the points I’m making in this document are
irrelevant open source etc. Then ask yourself this question. Is it true that according to
Harris Farulkner 5/26/14 in the 3 o’clock hour est, Shepard Smith usually does. That yet
another domestic troubled shooter, Elliott Rodger sent his manifesto to his therapist, fully
13 minutes before he killed 6 and injured 13 at the university of California Santa Barbara.
In Isla Vista Ca. That this manifesto identified his target.
If the nation at large understood the modus operandi, that I have begged
for help on. Would the therapist have called the police department, instead of his parents.
Could the police have reacted sufficiently in time, realizing their prior exposure to Elliott
Rodger. Have the following FBI agents as well as other opened themselves up to a class
action lawsuit, to include but not limited to Dean Bryant of Saint Louis MO, Michael
Kaste Kansas City Mo. Karin Jarmin Kansas City, Roger Phillips JTTF Kansas City MO
, SAC Cody Abrams Jefferson City MO any and all agents for the FBI in Springfield
MO, especially Josh Nixon SAC. MR. Finch SAC Oklahoma City OK as well as Tony
Orefice FBI Mike Hasty Department Public Safety Gladstone Mo. ???
Failure of Imagination, Failure of Anticipation, Failure to communicate,
Apathy. Terrorists watch the movie Man on Fire with Danzel Washington. Creatively
discover the concept of the rectum bomb. An assignation technique attempted against the
Prince is Saudi Arabia Responsible for Counter Terrorism. How many years ago did I
discuss this with Doug Kazor, New Jersey State Police assigned to the JTTF for the FBI ?
What are the implications of this type of device against leadership centers, and people
inside government buildings , civil aviation , or nuclear reactors.
Put through means of counter measures to prevent and stop this?? Give
information to people that routinely prove, they will drop the ball, and prove they don’t
respect average citizens, that are not Federal Agents, active Military Personnel or
government officials. ( Federal, State and local ) People that have already proven they
are not to be trusted with sensitive compartmentalized intelligence matters. !!! Think
outside the box ladies and gentlemen, it is just a matter of time or yet another movie
before terrorists figure this out, if they haven’t already.
How many more innocent people are going to get killed or hurt to protect
the careers of people , inside security operations of the United States, due to
CORRUPTION. The very people that routinely abuse their authority to keep things
covered up and attack anyone that violates their public narrative to protect the guilty.

Maybe my fellow average Americans, The ACLU, The Puerto Rican
legal and education defense fund, Al Jazeera , the Alliance for Defending Freedom, or
other groups yet to be determined can help me find justice ??? It is not just my family I
have been fighting for, these last 13 years. With liberty and justice for who , deny justice
for one, justice denied for all. After all these years, had a quite chuckle as I came to
realize, what else I had in common with the USAF special operations command and a
recruiting billboard. On the ground and of the radar has a lot in common with some Big
Rig Truck Drivers in this country.
To LT Paul Miller (retired) now Captain Biddle Medley New Jersey State
Police, Dennis Martinez New York State Police Head Quarters. Paul Patenaude United
States Secret Service Irving Texas, Captain Pacheco New Mexico Department of Motor
Transportation for internal affairs, Captain Dino Henderson IG’s office for the Texas
Rangers, Anthony Orefice FBI Oklahoma City. I make no apologizes for trying to
defend, and anticipate our enemies domestic and foreign, from attacking our country.
I appreciate your friendship, time, patience and consideration, as things
have evolved over the last 13 years. Some of you are owed a debt of gratitude from a
grateful nation, to which the nation itself may never fully understand or even told.
PS. Given the water crisis unfolding all over the nation, and the alarm bell
hit by our Joint Chiefs of Staff in a recent report and headlines all over the United States
especially in the farm belt. Can someone explain why as a nation why we are not
embracing the proven technology of Reverse Osmosis to address what is quickly
becoming a National Crisis, before it gets even worse.
What we do in this nation others will follow globally. Reverse Osmosis
++ Drip Irrigation = Food Supply. If we deploy Reverse Osmosis to fill up the dam that
feeds the Colorado River, then what is the next step. I am not talking about mobile
platforms, for a farm field environment, or the battle field. Rather solid permanent
structures around this technology. How big and located where does one of these facilities
have to be to generate 500.00 to a million gallons of water in a 24 hour period x10 other
facilities in the United States.
To the General at Fort DeTrick Maryland for USAMRIID , and some
people at the CDC are you kidding me?? Really?? Sad.
Webster’s Dictionary: APATHY THE FEELING OF NOT HAVING
MUCH EMOTION OR INTERST, AN APATHETIC STATE. 1. LACK OF FEELING
OR EMOTION 2. LACK OF INTEREST OR CONCERN.
QUESTION? ARE YOU PART OF THE PROBLEM OR PART OF
THE SOLUTION??? HEAR ALL EVIL, SEE ALL EVIL, AND DO NOTHING??
Think of this as a first draft.

